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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

Frank Raymond Stewart of Roek, land has 'been elected treasurer of the
| University of Maine Math Club. Mr.
Stewart is a member of the Junior
[ Class, and belongs to the Sigma Nu
fraternity.
He is specializing In
mathematics.
Miss Bernice Hopkins, a Freshman,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kendall Hopkins in Camden last
weekend. She was accompanied hy
Miss ;B11en Wareham of Vinalhaven,
who is also a student at the Uni
versity.
Three of Knox County's young peo
ple are pledged to fraternities at the
close of the annual rushing season.
Miss Ellen Wareham of Vinalhaven
is pledged to Alpha Omicron Pi. Miss
Wareham, who is of the class of '31
is taking the Arts course at the Uni
versity. Richard Bird of Rock'and,
a Freshman, is pledged to Beta Theta
Pi.
CHfton Robbins of Hope is
pledged to Alpha Gamma Rho. Mr.
Robbins, who is working in the Col
lege of Agriculture, is also of the
class of '31.
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As civilization grows warfare becomes less.—Theodore Roosevelt.
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ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
Rockland, Me.

ANNOUNCING

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK
—DEALERS IN—

Second Hand Furniture
This partnership had leaned the building at 271 MAIN STREET,
FOOT OF MYRTLE STREET, and will engage in the Second Hand

Furniture butineee on a large scale.

THEY ARE NOW BUYING
Phone 981-M or by calls in person and will open the salesroom in the

very near future.

Frank G. Farrington of Augusta
heard from his Bowdoin Alumni
associates Saturday in a way which
moved him deeply, says the Portland
Evening News.
Men who are prominent In the
business and professional life of the
State met him singly and In groups
ard told him there was an urgent de
mand that he enter the field as a can
didate for the Republican nomina
tion for Governor.
He was assured he would receive
virtually all of the support that was
accorded him in the 1924 Primary
contest,
with
much
additional
strength. Forces that were not par
ticularly friendly to him in his pre
vious campaign now are looking with
favor upon the likelihood of his en
tering the contest, he further was
told.
Mr. Farrington indicated to hie
friends he was deeply moved by their
assurance of his availability as a
candidate and of the widely preva
lent desire that he enter the lists. He
was not quite ready, however, to give
an absolute decision, although appar
ently in a receptive mood.
"I have not made any decision as
yet." Mr. Farrington told the writer
"I really ca-not say what conclusion
I shall reach."
Those close to him. however, de-.
dared their belief that when his de
cision was reached It would be in
the affirmative.
Commenting on the Farrington ru
mor the Lewiston Journal says:
“That the main idea back of this
activity to get either Senator Far
rington or Mayor Libby Into the con
test is to prevent the nomination of
Col. William Tudor Gardiner is be
lieved by a very large group of Re
publicans. While the interests which
has shown great activity in getting
one or the other of these men into
the contest is not friendly to either
Coi. Gardiner or Senator Hinckley,
the two present candidates, it is said
that of the two they like Gardiner
the less. This being the case they
figure that with another Kennebec
ttiar. in the race, Farrington pre
ferred, Gftrdiner's hope of victory
dies.
"Further, they argue, there would
be a possibility of defeating Hinck
ley. This possibility, so It is said,
they believe would be greatly en
hanced with Farrington as the op
posing candidate. His campaign of
1924 is figured as an important asset
in this. It is said that the support
ers of Senator Hinckley look with
favor upon the entrance of Senator
Farrington. They profess to believe
that it would make certain the nom
ination of Hinckley. They say that
with two men in the fight from
Kennebec neither would have a
ghost of a show to win. This holds
true no matter who comes In, wheth
er Farrington or Libby. While they
regard Farrington as the most dan
gerous. they say he- could not pos
sibly win out.
"Further they claim that the only
man, as the situation now stands,
who can bother Hinckley is Gar
diner. although they do not concede
that he has even a chance to win.
As a Hinckley man put it: "The only
chance of defeating Mr. Hinckley is
in a two man fight. With more
than two candidates in the primary
there is no one who can turn the
trick."
"It is said that the Brewster sup
porters would go to Farrington if
he comes into the contest."
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USED CJIR SALE
1926

Overland 6 Coach

New tires and perfect condifion

HE Mishko Sole is the
foundation of this
“long life” shoe.

T

Tough and waterproof, this
is the sole that stands such
long use and much abuse.
If you are “hard on shoes”
we can surprise you with
More Days’ Wear.
“BALL-BAND” quality in
every pair.
Remember

We also have

Overland Tourings, Ford Sedans,

BALL^BAMIT
meant

1925

Hupp Club Sedan

Perfect condition; just like new
X

1926

Essex Coach
Perfect condition

Chevrolet Roadster, and Dodge Coupe

QUALITY IN EVERY PAIR

In good running order

McLAIN Shoe Store

Come in and make us an offer on these

WALKOVER SIGN
ROCKLAND, MAINE

And Milton Knight, High Schood Student, Was Drowned
At Chickawaukie Lake Yesterday.
Milton Knight, aged 17, son of
the late Fred L. Knight, was drowned
in Chickawaukie Lake, a few hun
dred feet frdm the pumping station
shortly after noon yesterday. All
efforts to locate the body, or even the
square ended punt, from which he
had fallen, had proved unavailing at
the time this paper went to press,
although the search had continued
steadily.
Confused versions of the tragedy
have been given, the first being to
the effect that the accident was wit
nessed from the shore by James Bar
ter of the Old County road and Oscar
Rackliffe of 19 Birch street, and that
Rackliffe swam from the shore in a
vain attempt to save Knight.
Under a system of skillful cross
examination by City Marshal Web
ster and Deputy Sheriff Ludwick
last night the Rackliffe hoy finally
confessed that this version had been
given for fear that the true story
might get him into trouble.
According to the Rackliffe boy's
revised version he and Knight went
aut in the boat to hunt ducks, taking
with them Raekliffe's 12-gauge Iver
Johnson gun. They wanted the Bar
ter boy to accompany them, but the
youngster didn't like the looks of
the punt and wisely decided to stay
ashore.
One of the boys sat in the bow and
the other in the stern and both soon
became absorbed in the task of duck
hunting. The Rackliffe hoy finally
saw that water was pouring into the
boat, and he wanted Knight to head
for the shore. But Knight was ex
cited over the chase and when he
finally did heed his companion there
Vice President Charles A. Porter of the Lawrence Portland Cement was so much water in the boat that
Company, Who in Five Months' Active Working Time Has Constructed the eraft capsized.
the Major Portion of a Cement Plant Which Will Cost Several Millions of
Raekiiffc hung onto the boat but
Knight said he was going to make
Dollars.

Rome was not built in a day; in the fact that the new plant was
neither do they build modern cement in operation July 15 and producing
plants in a day; but over on the 3000 barrels of cement daily. After
Thomaston road a gigantic task is it had been in operation about a year
approaching completion, and it seems Mr. Porter was appointed assistant
almost incredible that its present general superintendent and had
atatus could have been attained charge of the six plants which the
through the employment of 600 men Lawrence company controlled.
The Industry up to that time had
In five actual working months.
"Marvelous!” is the word that all consisted wholly of the manufacture
beholders use. and iif they visit the of Rosendale cement.
Thomaston plant again a week later
The corporation decided to engage
they find the metamorphosis even In the manufacture of Portland ce
more startling. Behind it all has ment and established a plant for that
been a fine exhibition of team work purpose, which in 1898 was produc
—of men who were loyal to their ing 1500 barrels a day. A revision of
leaders, and who have been proud of methods was found necessary and the
their own humble share in creating corporation diverted to that point the
New England's first Portland cement executive ability of Mr. Porter. In the
rapacity of assistant superintendent.
manufactory.
The recent banquet at Hotel Rock Production was gradually increased
land directed attention to Vice Presi to 8000 barrels a day. Meantime the
dent Charles A. Porter as the man Rosendale cement plants had been
who has active supervision of the sold to the Consolidated Roseraiale
construction of the new plant, and as Gement Company, whieh continued
it means so much to Knox County it the business about two years.
Mr. Porter's fine service for the
is only fair that the public should
have a closer knowledge of the man Lawrence Portland Cement Company
in whose ability the Lawrence inter was not without its reward. His has
been steady promotion from the day
ests repose so much confidence.
Because of the recent banquet the that his bosses saw in him something
public already knows that Mr. Porter beyond pick and shovel caliber.
has passed the 60th milestone of his Eight years ago he was elected a
life's Journey, but those who know director and third vice president
him most Intimately know that he Sent here to build a New England
possesses the tremendous energy that plant which shall be the “last word"
belongs to a man at least ten years he is succeeding beyond the hopes of
the company, and throughout |thte
his junior.
Vice President Porter is a New country the plant is destined to be
Yorker—native of Troy. His intro pointed out as a mode! of efficiency
duction to the I^iwrence Portland
Vic? President Porter's permanent
Cement Company was gained through home is in Allentown, Penn. He is
the medium of the pick and shovel, vice president and director of the
when he worked as a laborer at 15 Allen Trust Co. of Northampton
cents an hour down in Eddyville, Ul Penn., an institution which was
ster County, New York. Three years founded 14 years ago with a capital
of this apprenticeship convinced his of $300,000; president of the Alliance
employers that here was a young man Hollow Cement Block Co., which has
coming up from Mie ranks who was works at Northampton and a sand
destined to have greater usefulness plant at Palmerton, Penn.; vice
for the corporation in other capaci president and director of the North
ties.
ampton Improvement Co., which con
The Lawrence people sent young trols a big factory housing the
Porter to Wilbur, N. Y„ and gave United Cigar Co.; and member of the
him ertbrge of a lime plant whieh Lehigh Coilntry Club and Lehigh Val
was operated hy water power and ley Motor Club.
He is high in
had a daily production of 500 barrels. Masonry, a Shriner and a msmher of
He remained there a little less than Allentown Ixidge of Elks.
two years and was transferred to the
A busy mah and tireless worker,
Esopus plant in Lawrence, Penn., Mr. Porter is nevertheless a thorough
where 800 barrels of cement were believer In the old adage which he
being manufactured daily. From this gins "all work and no play." He has
point water shipments were made of a strong and appealing personality
all the products manufactured by the and makes friends whether engaged
Lawrence people at three plants. Mr. In his dally vocation or in the social
Porter was superintendent of the field.
Esopus plant from June till Decem
It may interest many readers to
ber.
know that the Lawrence Portland
The Binnewater plant, seven miles Cement Company has paid out
distant, had been destroyed hy fire $500,000 In wages at the Thomaston
meantime, and Supt. Porter was sent plant, and how well the Corporation
there to clear up the debris and re- stands may he Judged from the fact
build the plant. An early testl- | that it has lately paid its 101st conmoniai to his speedy methods is seen secutlve dividend, as of July lRt.
BUSINESS IS “PAUSING"
Because of Uncertainty as to Wheth
er Coolidge Will Be Drafted.

Two of President Coolidge's callers
came from conferences at the White
House Tuesday declaring that busi
ness was experiencing a pause 'be
cause it was not certain Mr. Conlldgp
would consent to be drafted to run
for president next year."
Chas. H. Sherrill, president of the
Berkshire Cotton Mfg. Co., of Adams,
Mass., declared that he "knew of two
large projects" for industrial expan
sion which were being held up solely
because of the uncertainty of the
political situation.
Earlier in the
day G. Burkham, editor of the Dayton, Ohio, Journal, said lie felt therp
was a slight uncertainty In business
which he attributed to Mr. Coolidge's
statement that he did not "choose to
run."

HOT AIR FURNACES

cars

E. O. Philbrook <3 Son
WILLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET SALES AND SERVICE
632 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Prices $81.00 Up
We have eomething new for the farmere in wood burning.
Write for Literature. Agente Wanted.

MAINE FURNACE COMPANY
131-132

BANGOR, MAINE

——

Volume 82.................. Number 1 32.

THE BOAT WAS SWAMPED

Bowdoin Alumni Urge Augusta Man
To Enter Gubernatorial Contest.

FULL TIME AGAIN
The Maine Central Railroad car
shops in Waterville went on a six
day schedule Monday. The 490 em
ployes have been working five days
a week since last July. Improved
business conditions was given as the
reason for the change.

Since 1840 this firm hM
faithfully aarvad tha famlliaa of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 460; Night, 701-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICB

THREE CENTS A COPY

E

130*132-133

THE FRUIT SHOW
Fine Exhibits May Be Seen
Today At 469 Main Street
—Auspices Farm Bureau.
The second annual Fruit Show of
tho Knox and Lincoln Farm Bureau
opened yesterday in the store in
Jones block formerly occupied by The
Courier-Gazette.
The location Is
ideal for the display of the fruit and
the show will continue this afternoon
an^ cven‘nK
County Agent Ralph W. Wentworth
is in charge of the exhibit and mem
bers of the Bureau are in constant
attendance. At the early opening
hours yesterday many splendid speci
mens were to be seen and hy this
noon the racks will he filled with
apples of which the counties may
well be proud.
The public is urged to avail itself
ot this opportunity to see how well
the local orchardlsts have developed
1n the art of raising and packing
flawless fruit. McIntosh Reds. De
licious and Northern Spies were the
favorites yesterday. The show will
continue through thlR afternoon and
evening with of course, no admission.
The apples In the exhibit are not for
sale but there are producers present
glnd to satisfy any patrons

FOR ARMISTICE DAY

the shore. He had swum hut few
feet, however, before he went down.
Rackliffe continued to cling to the
partly submerged craft. Barter mean
time launched another old punt nnd
pnddled out but when he arrived
there Knight was not In sight. He
succeeded in getting Rackliffe into
his boat, and thej’ paddled ashore.
The Barter boy Went |to bis
mother's house, told the story of the
drowning. Mrs. Barter phoned tlie
police station and gave the Rackliffe
boy some dry clothing.
Patrolman Price went to the lak»,
hut returned to his duties as traffic
officer with the arrival of Patrol
men Post and Stetson and Special
Officer Kinney.
The search for the body and the
boat was greatly handicapped by the
fact that there was no boat avail
able. John O. Stevens loaned one
of his and it was taken to the pond
in a truck and equipped with an out
board motor furnished by S. Nilo
Spear and a searchlight furnished
by William Hodgdon.
Mr. Spear actively aided the offi
cers in the search and other citi
zens furnished advice and assistance.
Mayor Carver was one of the first
on the scene and remained while the
search continued that day.
As the matter now stands the ease
is listed on the police hlottter as an
accidental drowning. The case is
a peculiarly sad one as the boy be
longed to a large family, cared for
by a widowed mother, Who has the
sympathy of everybody. The Knight
hoy was a student In Rockland High
School, and a brother of one of the
stars on the football teani. Another
brother, who Is In the employ of the
Central
Ice
Company,
recently
saved a man from drowning at Till
son wharf.

LEFT A MILLION

Winslow-Holbrook Post An-1 Important Bequests Connounces Details For the j tained In Will of Late W.
J. Curtis.
Anniversary’s Observance.
The following communication con
cerning Armistice Day in this city
has been addressed to all Legion
naires and ex-service men:
American Legion, Winslow-Hol
brook Post, No. 1, is depending on all
Legionnaires and ex-service men to
make Nov. 11 a success. This Is a
day no ex-Service man can forget.
Let’s plan to be present at all the
day’s events. There*is to be a foot
ball game at 10 a. m., Colby Fresh
men vs. Rockland High. Let us be
present and give the Orange and
Black our hearty support.
• At 1.30 all Legionnaires and exservice men will meet at the Legion
hall and with the Rockland Band and
other organizations a parade will be
held ending at the corner of Park
and Main streets. The Legion will
have the honor of dedicating the
square there in memory of WinslowHolbrook, those comrades who made
the supreme sacrifice.
This is a
function that every member should
attend. Mayor Carver will present
the memorial In behalf of the city
and Past Commander E. C. Moran
Jr., will accept for the Legion.
Tn the evening will be held the
Legion’s annual Armistice Ball. Last
year It was a big success and can
be easily made more successful this
year. It will be an old-fashioned
barn dance with prizes'for young and
old. Tickets are now on sale by
members and at Chisholm's.
This Is a call for every ex-service
man to turn out. Nothing Is Impos
sible and if we get together with the
spirit of comrades we can make
Armistice Day every year a day tc
be remembered.

DOWN IN ST. PETE
Season Young‘Yet, But the
Tourists Are Gathering.
(By John Lodwick)
St. Petersburg. Fla., Nov. 1 (Spe
cial)—(While the winter season here
will not get well under way for
another 30 days, there arc already
several thousands "sunworshlppers"
in the Sunshine City to stay the sea
son through, coming from every
Eastern State and a number of
Middle Western sovereignties.
From Rockland, there are a num
ber of early arrivals already located
in winter homes and hotels, while
preparations are now being made
by other Rockland residents, to leave
for St. Petersburg on or before the
first of the year, early reservations
indicate.
Arvllla Fletcher of Rockland, has
returned here for her sixth season
and is located at 644 27th avenue,
South.
Mrs. Lizzie Pearson, arrived by
train, and is located at 721 11th av
enue. South., this being her eleventh
season in St. Petersburg.
Joshua Thorndike of Rockland has
returned for his twelfth season in
the Sunshine City and is residing at
721 11th avenue. South.
St. Petersburg’s first fete of the
season was held on the night ot
Oct. 29 when thousands of gro
tesquely costumed revelers partici
pated in a gigantic Halloween cele
bration. Similar events will he held
through the winter, ^including the
New Year's Eve revel and the an
nual Festival of States celebration
in March.
Special through trains will be In
operation from every metropolitan
center within the next 30 days, trains
that will be operated into St. Peters
burg from three to six hours faster
than in former years.

The old ice house at the foot of
Chickawaukie latke (so old that the
memory of man recatleth not when
it was bulk) is being demolished by
its owners, the Rockland Coal Com
pany It had a decided cant toward
Sawyer’s, and was likely to bean
some innocent passer-bv,

William John Curtis, New York
lawyer and former trustee of Bnwdoin College, who died in Camden.
Oct. 8, left an estate estimated at
more than $1,000,000 to be divided
among his family and public institu
tions, by his will filed for probate
Tuesday.
Bequests of $10,000 eaeh were made
out right to. the American Otologieal
Society, Inc.; John Hopkins Medical
School, Baltimore: Legal Aid Society
of New York city; town of Bruns
wick, Mr. Curtis’ home town, for use
of the Capt. John Curtis Memorial
Library; and the First Parlsli Con
gregational Church of Brunswick.
Two trusts totalling $55,000 go tn
Mr. Curtis’ sister, Mrs. J. It. Jordan
of New Rochelle, N. Y.. and Ills sis
ter-in-law Mrs. Nellie Curtis of
Maplewood. N. J., and on their
deaths to Bowdoin College.
His secretary, Emma P. Connor,
receives $10,000 and four servants
$3,000 eaeh. The residuary estate is
divided Into two trusts for Mr.
Curtis' wife. Mrs. Angelina S. Curtis
of 986 5th avenue and for his chil
dren.

“A MILLIONAIRE'S RACE
Washington Congressman Will Not
Enter Race Because of Primary
Handicap.

Charges by Congressman Summers,
Republican, that the senatorial eontest In Washington next year “looks
like a millionaire's race" brought out
interested speculation Tuesday as to
the identity of the "inherited and
married millions" which he said lie
had been warned would be used in
the primaries and the general election.
In a statement announcing his re
fusal to seek the 'Republican nomi
nation, Representative Summers de
clared he would “make no attempt to
buy a seat In the United States
senate.” ,
“I am repeatedly warned that the
inherited and the married millions
that will be represented in the pri
maries and the general election will
flow like water from a downspout be
fore the next election," he asserted.
''Washington may rank with Penn
sylvania and Illinois.”

If a man doesn't marry a woman
because she is pretty or because she
has money, it is pretty sure sign that
he's In love with her.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I hud to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read seme poetry and
listen to some music at least once & week.
The loss of these tastes is & loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

TWICKENHAM FERRY
“Ahoy! and Oho I and it’s who’a for the
ferry,”
(The brier’s In bud and the sun’s going
down);
“And I’ll row ye bo quick and I’ll row ye so
steady,
And 'tls but a penny to Twickenham Town.”
The ferryman’s slim and the ferryman’s young.
With Just a soft tang in the turn of his
tongue;
And he’s fresh as a pippin and brown as a
berry,
And ’tls but a penny to Twickenham Town.

"Ahoy I and Oho I and it’s I’m for the ferry;”
(The brier’s in bud and the sun’s going
down);
“And It’s late as It is. and I haven’t a penny;
Oh, how can I get me to Twickenham
Town f”
She’d a rose in her bonnet, and oh I she
looked sweet
As the little pink flower that grows in the
wheat,
With her cheeks like a rose and her lips like
a cheery—
“And sure, hut you’re welcome to Twicken
ham Town.”
“Alloy! and Oho I—” You’re too late for the
ferry:
(The brier’s in bud and the sun’s going
down);
And he’s not rowing quick and he’s not row
ing steady—
It seems quite a journey to Twickenham
Town.
“Ahoy I and Oho!” you may call as you will;
The young moon is rising o’er Petersham
Hill;
And with Love like a rose in the stern of tha
wherry.
There's danger in crossing to Twickenham
Town.
—Theophlle 'Marzials.
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
oe oath declares that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Nov. 1. 1927 there was
printed a total of 6334 copies.

OIL MEN MEET

NEW

FIVE STRING TOTAL

“Independents” Visit Cement1
»•»•••••............
Plant and Dine At Wessa- Mi*ton F°8g Do€* Remarkable Stunt Bowling Against the
weskeag.

Waldoboro Veteran Firemen.

From Foundry to Your Home

This store is now a direct distri
The local bowling records were |
The Independent Oil Men’s Asso
bution point for the Glenwood
"ON MY SETRange Co.
You are practiclly
ciation of Maine held Its monthly smashed to smithereens at the Star
buying your range or furnace di
meeting In this city vesterdav and alleys Tuesday night when Milton
Determined that Hilliard Smith
rect from the foundry. Carloads
So teach us to number our days, discussed many matters of interest 1
,ma,d5 “ ?,Ve'S'rlnK ‘°,ril °f ,6°6'
of Warren should have nothing
are shipped to Rockland, displayed
that we may apply our hearts unto
I This is 32 better than the previous
on me, I sat at the switchboard
to the “profesh” including the 4-cent rec<5rd, whlch was held by Wil lam
in our salesroom and installed in
wisdom.—Psalm 90:12.
until 12.30 Tuesday night, and
gasoline tax. to which the asaocta- Milligan
your home by expert Glenwood
was rewarded by logging 36 sta
tlon is earnestly opposed.
‘ F
>s splendld total was made ln
■workmen.
THINK
OF THE
CAUCUS IS IMPORTANT
tions. Thia it the same number
It was voted to have an agent at the ma,ch ^twwn the veteran flrv.
SAVING THIS MEANS FOR
that my young friend listed last
Augusta during future sessions of ,
teams of RockIand and Waldo.
YOU.
Just a charge for over
Thursday night, and comes with
The official announcement of Re
*° ^PJ?b.L°".-an tboro, and was an important factor in
head expense plus the cost of ma
matters
relating
to
the
oil
industry.
1
in
two
of
the
best
record
I
made
publican caucuses calls attention to
terials used is added to the whole
the locals’ victory, which now leaves
last winter. This showing was
Rangor was selected as the next the games two-all.
sale. It brings the price of a new
the approaching end of the two-year
especially pleasing to me for the
meeting place and the session will be
Glenwood Furnace far below any
Kelley was below form tin tills
period ln which the affairs of the held Dec. 7.
reason that all the stations with
heating system you could use.
The members were very enthusi match, but this may be accounted
the exception of twqAin Canada
city have rested for another term in
Every part is carried in stock in
for by the fact that he was in such
came from a compaCT territory.
the hands of the officials elected by astic over the nice shore dinner fur doleful spirits over the prospects of
the big warehouse, so any repairi
nished by the Smiths at WessawesThe farthest South I operated
ever needed are quickly available.
that party. We think when account keag Inn. and their enthusiasm did leaving Rockland. He has been one
was Virginia Beach (WSEA),
comes to be taken of this steward not abate when they inspected the of the most popular bowlers in the
the farthest north was Toronto
city during his stay here, and there
(CJYC), and the farthest west
ship that the administration of Thomaston cement plant
Those who partook of the banquet'1” universal regret because the Coast
was the Chicago block of sta
Mayor Carver and his associates will
Will buy a new Glenwood Fur
at Wessaweskeag Inn were Theodore Guard- transfer takes him to another
tions.
Two of the stations
stand out as one of the most suc E. Emery. Augusta; W. A. Howell.assignment.
nace all set ready for use in your
(WLTH of Brooklyn and CJYC
home.
cessful and gratifying in Rockland’s and C. V. Bailey, Farmington; Irving
of Toronto) wero new to my list.
Tuesday night's score:
••• •••
A small payment and a year to
Rockland Veteran Firemen
history. A cataloguing of practical L. Carver, Bethel; Mr. and Mrs. F. C.1
pay the balance.
454 ,
Following
Is
the
complete
list
McKenney,
Auburn;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.i^awry
.........
103
91
87
78
9.)
things achieved Is going to include
of stations I logged Tuesday
\V. Maxim and Mr. and Mrs. Hersey. Harvard ... 103 91 79 86 111 470
r. long list of permanent improve Portland; Charles F. Smith. Walter! Kelley ........ ,7 97 91 81 83 429
night:
WGY, WTAM, WJZ,
ments, notably in respect of streets Clark, Skowhegan: A. C. McLoon. R. , ogg ...........
WJR, WOR. WBBM, WMBB,
105 119 138 111 606
WLTH, WFBL, WPG, WSEA,
and sidewalks, highly to be com E. Thurston and David O. Hodgkins, Cobb .......... 103 103 88 87 103 486
WJAS, WADC, WSAI, KDKA,
mended by the citizens who are Rockland.
CNRA, WBZ. WBZA, WCFL,
521 487 464 470 503 2445
taxed in that connection. Nor should
WMCA, WEEI, WLW, WCX,
Waldoboro Veteran Firemen
JIMMY'S BIRTHDAY
WEAF, KYW, WNAC, WIP,
we omit to notice that there has
E. Benner.... 85 117 94 86 SO 462
WCBD, WSBC, WOK. CJYfc,
J. Benner .... 91 76 89 73 80 409
been no increase in the rate of this
WJBT, WMAK, WJJD, WCSH
113 86 93 78 89 459
necessary taxation, but on the con Former Rockland Man Very
Coxwell Chair with Spring Cushion ancl Back, Stool,
and WLIB.
90 109 112 111 76 498
trary a reduction, and when the
86 110 107 96 98 497
Bridge Lamp and End Table
Since the above was written
books are balanced we shall be
Dominion.
”
I
have
received
a
letter
from
Mr.
s lrprised If thev do not show a re
465 498 495 444 423 2335
Spear stating that he logged 52
• • • •*
duction as well in the city debt it
stations Tuesday night. Ail I
In a recent issue'of the Daily Re
The
Knox
County
Stars
defeated
self. On every side is sounded the view. published in Clifton Forge. Va.,
$5.00 Cash—Easy Terms
the Star alley team 119 pins Monday! can say in self defence Is that he
note of commendation: for the able the leading editorial was devoted to a night. The “horrible details'' are told I operated from 6.30 p. m. to 2 a.
A
wonderful
value
for the Money !
Specially priced for Monday
m.
while
I
was
listening
only
former
well
known
Rockland
citizen,
manner In which Mayor Carver has
in the following summary:
only !
Includes an attractive Coxwell chair, covered with hand
from 8.20 p. m. to 12.30 p. m.
who in spite of his long absence from
Knox County Stars
directed these affairs, with personal here, still counts the friends of his
somely figured tapestry, spring construction.
Handsomely carved
However, I am not the least bit
. 99 92 78 93 84 446
application of the most devoted sort, home town by the many score. Be Bulloway
legs. Stool to match. Metal bridge lamp complete with shade and
envious.
Allen ......... . 81 99 89 101 103 473 1
Mr. Spear's stations which I
a mahogany finish end table. An ideal gift for Dad this Christmas.
and for this reason the call it unani cause of Its appreciative character, McKinney
. 92 106 S3 106 93 480 1
mous that his services be demanded which will be so thoroughly endorsed Kellev ....... . 105 96 90 114 117 522 j did not log were WNYC, WCAE,
WLS, WGHP, WJAR, CKCX,
here, the Review editorial is re
Shields ..... . 120 106 89 96 84 495 j WBAL, WICC, WSBL, WHT,
for another term. His election is published in full:
•
•
•
•
assured in advance and he should
WBRC, WKBV, WEBH, WDWM
Join Our Cedar Chest Club
497 499 429 510 481 2416j CKNC,
WHN,
KMOX,
and
James H. McNamara of Eagle
chest is a wonderful gift for Christmas.
be supported by a board of aldermen
Star
Alley
Team
WENR.
Make your choice now.
calculated to assist him, as that of Rock, who is known to fame as a
74 93 106 85 100 458
l
CO
rianufacturer and all around
Pay
$1.00 a Week
the past term has done, with an eye good fellow, recently celebrated a
92 77 89 104 87 449’
R()< Kl \"S'IJ —
-1AINF .
KDKA “pioneer broadcasting
85 77 84 93 98 437
single to the city's best interests. birthday, but being a bachelor he Stevens
station*’ celebrated its eighth
78 105 106 M 92 476 j anniversary
last
night,
and
Here is where the responsibility lies stood upon his rights and declined Ma>'°
123 81 115 80 78 477
did it* in fine style. I still
with the voters of the party, that
maintain that this Pittsburg
event with him of the exact time he |
they shall see to it that the alder- discovered America.
452 433 500 457 455 2297 1 station has one of the best an
nouncers in the business, al*
manic nominations in the several
Mr. McNamara having been born in |
tions were pleasingly in keeping with ment. He was slated to re/eree the Dr. Spencer T. Williams of Malden
CAMDEN
though none of them has any
wa-ds are made with the care which the great fitate of Maine, the records
and Theodore T. Williams of Newthe holiday, and a tempting buffet Exfter-Andover giueie Nov. 12.
thing
on
Bill
Harrison,
the
“
cruis

are not available, but it is fair to 85y I
COMING ELECTIONS
Capt. Creighton Haughn has re lunch was served. The prize winners
'He was a member of the Malden York.
civic patriotism demands should be
ing the air” chap, whose report I
that our friend is a certain number
turned to Halifax. Nova Scotia, after at the four tables were Mrs. L. A. Lodge of Elks, the First Universalist
given to them.
of yeats young and not old, because ,
\Y7L ■
WZ-ll S'
£
. I listen to every night on WEEI.
spending the summer in Camden.
Crockett. Mrs. John L. Tewksbury, Church, the Masons, Knights Temp
he always wears a smile, ever ready | Issues W htCh W ill Vontront
If all of you radio fans are not
Capt. Roscoe Cooper and family of Mrs. Oscar H. Emery and Mrs. A. lar, Aleppo Temple. Boston City Club,
following
his
dope,
get
busy.
North Haven are occupying the Victor Elmore, the consolation going Meadowbrook Country Club, KernIn taking the measurements for to extend the glad hand and has the
Voters In 1 1 States Next
happy faculty of spreading sunshine
Marshall house in Pearl street for to Mrs. Robert Jamieson. The oth wood
Club and
other organi Home work. Only experienced mak
ovr autumnal suit of clothes—a blue along his pathway through life. In
A
variety
of
opinion
is
being
the winter.
T uesday.
er guests were Mrs. Harold Allen, zations. He is survived by his widow, ers who will furnish good wort
expressed with reference to new
serge, which we always find adapted his presence gloom is a rank stranger;
Mrs. Robert Jamieson. Mrs. Wil Mrs. Emily Jagels, Mrs. Frank Mor Hazel G. Williams, his mother, Mrs. promptly need apply. OLD SPARwave lengths of the New Eng
liam G. Storer, Miss Josephine row. Mrs. Finlay Calder, Mrs. Leo Ada F. Williams, and two brothers, HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
to the dignity of ripened years—the as regardless of the obstacles aheadj
he does not worry. Mr. McNamaril A variety of local issues, little re
land stations WEEI, WNAC and
Wentworth and Mrs. Frank H. Wil Strong. Mrs. William Stover. Mrs.
132-149
tailor, a gentleman of insight and has been a citizen of Virginia for a I kited to national politics, will be de
WCSH. WEEI is a little too
bur motored to Bangor this week in Edwin Fi ench. Mrs. Herbert Thomas,
little
more
than
two
decades
and
all
I
tided
at
the
polls
on
Nov.
8
by
voters
imagination, inquired if he should
close to WMCA to suit me, for
the Jamieson car.
Mrs. T. J. French. Mrs. Harry Rich
you can hear both at the same
insert a pencil pocket into the front of this time he has resided at Eagle I it* H states.
Capt. W. F. Annis has returned ards and Miss-folly Bartlett.
time
unless
you
tune
in
very
Rock,
where
wit®
the
assistance
o(
Perhaps
the
biggest
ripple
in
the
to
his
home
in
Hanson,
Mass.,
after
elevation of the waistcoat, which is
the other members of his household^ I political pond has occurred in Kensharply.
spending the summer in town.
tlie English name for vest. Unwil he has built up a successful business, jtucky, where a sizzling gubernatorial
CLARK ISLAND
Vernley Gray has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven motored
ling to appear ignorant of the sub Moving to this State a rank stranger-1 contest has been waged about the isEagle Island where he spent the
LATEST FUR NOVELTIES
to Warren and East Union and called
ject, we yielded assent and discov he was not long in establishing him- f»ue of horse race betting, Phiiadel
.summer.
____ Kid and Shaved Lamb Among ' -Mrs. .1. C. Strawbridge has closed | on friends and relatives last Sun
ered, when the finished product of self in the affection of his neighbors Phia also has become conspicuous on Dyed
and friends, and those who know him I the year’s political map by virtue of ! the Effects New Coats are Fur her cottage in Melvin Heights and day.
the sartorial art was sent home, that express the hope that he will live to|an organized attempt to overthrow , Trimmed,
George Roiland remains about the
gone to Boston where she has apart
BUILD NEW STRENGTH AND
-’I the Vare Republican machine in a'
the pencil pocket Is the neatest sort celebrate many more birthdays.
ments at Hotel Brunswick for the same in health.
The
subject
of
this
sketch
has
municipal
election.
The
Town
hall
is
being
newly
winter.
of a contrivance, a narrow opening
In the latest fur novelties arc
FIGHTING FORCE - TAKE
much to live for and he is one ot I Only one state besides Kentucky i gi ay gazelle, golden seal, gray mole,
Mrs. Annie Bowden, department shingled.
just above the upper pocket on the many who obtains real enjoyment out I elects a Governor.
That one Is I dyed kid and shaved lamb, line alsi president of the Ladies of the G. A
Miss Harriet Maker was the guest
left hand side of the street, of an of life.
Being charitably inclined. Mississippi, where the Democratic I that is particularly good for sports R„ was in Augusta Tuesday to in of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Is an all over mottled skin spect Phil Sheridan Circle anti Wed Blomberg, over the weekend.
orificial capacity to admit the pen and with his heart the largest pail I nomination is looked upon as equlva-„ wear
nesday evening she inspected BurnMr. and Mrs. Victor Blomberg and
cil and a fountain pen, holding them of his body, he has never been known Ilent ,o election. In addition to , called ocelot. Natural broadtail, an
to turn a deaf ear to a single deservJI Philadelphia and her sister cities ir. ' telope, dyed a deeper-than-natural sidi Circle in Auhurn.
daughters Mary Maker and Harriet
TT RE AK up that cold promptly before
snugly in upright fashion, immediate
ing request made by those less fortu- Pennsylvania, Mayors are to be ' shade: unborn calf skin, tlie nen
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Barker are in and Helen and little /elma BlomKerg
1_) it leads to serious sickness. To neg
to the inquiring fingers and protect nate than himself, ln our opinion I chosen in Fan Francisco, Detroit. Bieistchwanz,
or
more
mature Brighton, Mass., called there hy the with Gus Melchrest and Elmer Carl
lect it is folly. Many cases of lingering
ed from assault. How archaic now there is not a more hospitable home I many cities in New York State, some broadtail, nutria, rabbit and astra- deatli of Mrs. Barker's nephew.
ton attended the big Finn dance at
sickness and run down conditions in
W. A. Richards, Fred Plummer and Wiley's Corner last Saturday night
riian are the favorites in sports coats
appears the loosely organized pocket than the one presided over by our Iln Utah and all cities In Ohio,
good friend, and the beauty of ill Three members of tiie national Chinchilla is an old favorite that W. S. Richards have been drawn to
general may be traced to a cold which
out of which during a long and busy
all Is, he brought this good trait with House of Representatives wl'.l be holds its own and badger is the new serve on tlie traverse jury at tlie
MORTIMER D. WILLIAMS
could have been broken up if treated in
lifetime countless pencils have been him and did not acquire It after be- | elected to till vacancies in New York, I est among the season’s furs used es- January term of court to be held in
time with Father John’s Medicine.
lost or have come to the surface coming a citizen of the Old Dominion. I Ohio and Pennsylvania, and there ' pdcially for trimming.
Rockland.
The following obituary of MortlThe company which Mr. McNamara I will be elections to the State Legisla-! Next in importance to the all-fur
If you are subject to colds you should
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nuccio are I mer D. Williams, whoso sudden death
with broken and exasperating points.
heads gives employment to a large tures in New York and New Jersey, wiap is that trimmed with fur. The receiving congratulations upon the was announced in Tuesday’s issue,
take Father John’s Medicine now as a
It may be that to others the pencil
number of men. and in the years in-I New York also will elect one state new coats are almost invariably arrival of a little son born Tuesday. j appeared in the Boston Herald:
body builder. It supplies strength to
pocket Is a thing of everyday occur tervening since its organization, tt I judge. Pennsylvania will hold vari- ' trimmed with it. For this use f x
Mr. afld Mrs. Lou Wilson have
* • • •
ward off disease germs, nourishes weak
rence, but to us it is a revelation to has contributed immensely to the ous county and local elections, and 1 still holds the lead. All colors are closed their summer home in High
Mortimer D. Williams, 48, president
systems, drives out impurities and
street
and
left
Wednesday
for
West
prosperity
of
Eagle
Rock
and
the
election
contests
of
varying
importi
fashionable
in
it,
but
the
best
debe catalogued—let us speak with
of the M. D. Williams Coal Company
upper end of Botetourt County. Not I ance will be decided in 16 counties i signers in furs are using most of the Palm Beach, Fla., where they will
soothes and heals the irritated mem
moderation—with the telephone, the only this, but the gentleman under I in Illinois.
i
of
Boston,
and
prominent
football
I natural shades. Black fox is always spend the winter.
brane. For seventy years Father John’s
radio and the automobile.
discussion has given much of his timi I State constitutional amendments ' chic, especially on black cloth. The
Mrs. Jennie Stearns is in Boston, official, died suddenly at his home at
Medicine has proven its value. Contains
to civic betterments. He was one o( I will be voted on in New York and 1 new golden seal is used effectively called there by tlie critical illness of 117 Summer street. Malden, Sunday.
[ His death was attributed to peri
no alcohol or harmful drugs.
her
sister.
the
prime
movers
for
Improved
roadd
I
New
Mexico,
while
the
voters
of
Ohio
1
on
a
straight,
dark
seal
coat
for
forThe press despatch describing the
Mrs. J. C. Curtis has closed her tonitis.
Bangor woman “who shortly before in this part of Virginia and is to this and New Jersey will pass judgment I mal daytime wear. Darker fur is residence in High street and left
A week ago he was taken Hl. but
day active in this as in all other by referendum on various state en- used for it; high, close fitting collar,
four o’clock happened to be looking projects looking to the upbuilding of actments.
and the golden shade is used for deep Wednesday for Portland, where she his illness was not considered seriI The Kentucky campaign has cen
cuffs, which flare iligjitly pt (the will spend the winter at the Colum i ous.
from a window facing west was this good old C.nwnon wealth.
He was horn at Charlestown, but
bia Hotel.
The Review joins with the hurt* tered around the long-established upper edge.
startled to see what looked like n
Tlie weekly meeting of the Rotary resided at Malden practically ail his
There is a distinctly marked dif
dreds,
yea
thousands
of
friends,
*
Blue
Grass
fashion
of
putting
wagers
ball of red (ire coming swiftly to
Mr. McNamara in wishing him many on horse races. J. C. W. Beckham, ference between the designs of wraps Club was held Tuesday at the Y. M. life. He was a graduate of Malden
ward her house,” and who "an in happy returns and the best this lift twice Governor and once United for daytime and evening, the one C. A. Luncheon was served at noon. High School and Wesleyan Univer
stant later heard a loud noise and can offer in the years he is yet to bi States Senator. Is the Democratic being made on long, straight, simple The speaker was Lt. DeMerritt of sity. After leaving college he en
Portland. There were no guests or gaged in the wholesale coal business
feit a distinct shock," recalls the ad spared, which we trust will be nominee. (He says he does not op- lines, the other with diverse treatvisiting Rotarians.
and his present office is located on
qulte
numerous.
Congratulations,
olfl
pose
racing,
but
has
charged
that
j
ments
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES
venture of the scientific gentleman
Mrs. E. J. Elwell has returned from Kilby street.
friend.
I there is a "racing lobby’’ seeking to
in "Pickwick Papers." who was sim
a trip to New York and Boston.
A member of the central board of
control the state government. He
Some of the oil used for lubricat
One of the interesting Halloween football officials an dthe New Engilarly startled by looking out of the
EMPIRE THEATRE
[advocates repeal of the pari-mutuel ing watches, clocks and other deli
features here was the auction party Assoclation of Football Officials he
ACCOUNTS DUE
wnidwo. There is, however, no close
I,aura La Plante in "Silk Stock. ,aw' which permits betting on races, cate instruments is obtained from Monday afternoon at the home of
was scheduled o be an official at
analogy, for the Bangor case seems ings" and Buzz Barton in “Tlie Boy while His Republican opponent, Judge the head of the porpoise. The better Mrs. Ralph Bucklin. The decora : the Saturday B. U.-Ttrfts game but
All accounts doe the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
Rider" are the attractions today.
I Flem D. Sampson, insists Jhat the grades of neat’s-foot oil are also
to have included a real bolt from
was obliged to cancel the engageThe Covered • Wagon" a Para- I pari-mutuel law Is not an Issue I used similarly.
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
the skies, while in the other instance mount super-production directed by I Judge Sampson also has promised if _
old store. '
the swiftly moving point of light was James Cruze, the man who has since I elected to destroy ‘‘lobbies" at Frankprojected by Mt*. Pickwick’s dark made "The Pony Express" and “Old I fortIronsides" comes Friday and Satur- I A diversion from the issues of state
FURNITURE COMPANY
lantern and the resultant shock was
day for a speciul request showing. I campaign has been created in Loulsthe impact of the scientific gentle The tale is one of the ’49 gold rush— fMe by the calling for Nov. 8 of a 1
Get Your Fall and Winter Heavy
Telephone 1080
man’s head as with a hollow sound a thrilling love story. A young army special election of municipal and
Rockland
officer
is
unjustly
accused
of
theft
I
county
officials.
These
offices
have
Footwear Here
it was knocked against the stone
120-tf
door-post by the fist of Samuel Wel while in the service but is brave I been held by Democrats since June,
enough to bear this false accusation I when the courts ousted the Republiler. We commend to our readers though it means the loss of the girl can incumbents on charges of fraud
Men’s 12 inch
another perusal of the engaging he loves. Seeing it a second time ln the 1925 election.
“The Covered Wagon" proves to be I The leader of the Independent
Leather Tops of good quality, with
chapter.
better than ever!—adv
| movement against the Vare organiza
or without heels
tion in Philadelphia is J. Hampton
That the sight ot the left eye is
Larnum said a sucker is born every I Moore, former Mayor and former
here is a real reason
SPECIAL ~
*■
not to join the lost right one belong
mute, but he had to place the esti- I member of Congress. Encouraged by
why Class A is the
ing to that successful American mate that low in his day because he I the showing he made when he ran for
most popular package of
ncvelist and dramatist, Booth Tark- lived long before thousands would the Republican nomination for Mayor
ington, is a source of satisfaction to pay $40 a seat to see a tight.—Beloit this year against Harry A. Mackey,
Apollo
Chocolates. That
WILLIAM R. PHILLIPS RESIDENCE
News.
| the choice of Senator-elect Wtlliam
the great reading public no less than
reason is found inside the
S. Vare. Jloore Is running as an In
to the popular writer himself. The
dependent. in the hope of finally
37 KNOX STREET, THOMASTON, MAINE
package. A (dfc of a pack
MEN’S, BOYS’ AND YOUTHS’
further news that it is to a recently REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES! nosing out Mackey at the polls.
Yes, we will take your old fur
age of Class A alwatys
WARD CAUCUSES
I
The
three
Congressional
elections
discovered serum that the rescue of
Housy thoroughly modern and in perfect repair. Hardwood floors.
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby falling on Nov. 8 will be held In the '
niture in part payment on new 1
pleases.
the apparently doomed eye is credit notiiled to meet in Caucus In their several I . ..
r,, ,
Hot water heat. New automatic oil burner, in furnace, with 1000 gal
ward rooms
I
-”ew York District, to fill a va- |
Drop
in
and
see
us
or
telephone
us
ed will awaken widespread interest.
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 9. 1927
cancy caused by the dea-th of RepLEATHER TOPS
lon tank. Electric hot water heater and range connections. Chamberas serving to mark another forward'
At 7.30 O’clock P. M.
resentative Magee; in the 2d Ohio, to
and we will arrange to give —
CHISHOLM BROS.
lain Metal weather strip* on every opening. Copper screens through
i for the purpose of nominating in each ward I .,
,.____ __________
White
and
Red
Soles.
Opp. Waiting Room
step in the region of the arresting a full ticket of ward officers; to elect for I succeed the L.te Representative
an estimate, enabling you to use
out. Fitted and painted banking boards. Bras* plumbing.
.
f aijf.'icp
I each ward a member of the city committee | Stephens, and in the 1st PennsylROCKLAND, ME.
Each Pair Guaranteed
ar.it cure or oisease.
,0. ,he l4lsu|n(! year; „nd
tr.,nsaPt such I varvia, where Representative-elect
Lot 100 feet on Knox street, 375 feet on Caroiine street. Barn garage.
your old furniture the same as
----- ----------------•
,
'±rcab«^ aS mty kgally C0,Ue More Hazlett has resigned and James M. |
Garden.
Modern Chicken Houses and yard.
12
and
16
inch
height
cash in part payment on beautiful
Let the subject of ships receive •
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
I Beck, a former Solicitor General of
mention and the response from readThe Republicans of Rockland are hereby I the United States, has been brought
new furniture chosen now at low
,
xs.
a *,
I notified to meet iu Caucus at City "Council 1
ik ««
ONE PORTABLE STEAM SAW MILL, capacity about 20,000 per day.
ers of The Courier-Gazette is cor- RoollJt Sprlng_ Street.
| rujir<1 i0„®u5ce,ed, ?lTn.’
prices !
election will be held also in the 1st I
THURSDAY, NOV. 10. 1927
One Edger. Two Wood Lota 25-60 acres in the town of Washington,
dial and instantaneous. Whatever
At 7.30 O'Clock P. M.
Colorado District.
Main*.
has association with the sea is in- for the purpose of nominating a candid
Successors to
CHOCOLATES/
.
.
(or Major and to transat t such other bui
WALKOVER
SIGN
separable from that quality of ro ncss as may legally come hefore said Cau
For further information see CAPT. JOHN BROWN, Gleason Stn
V. F. STUDLEY
Per order,
mance and adventure which is na
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Thomaston, Maine.
RBPVBUFAN (TTY COMMITTEE
283
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
LUKE S. DAVIS. Chairman.
tive in some degree to every one
127-132
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER.

Notary Public.

$150.00

Four Pieces As Pictured

$59.00

BURPEE

I

T?\i TUI7E

Braided Rug Makers

What do you do
for that cold?

IX

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate

Eastern-

McLAIN’S

CLASS A

T

FOR SALE

$3.48

BALL BAND

c/I'qoIIq

Ot us.

ALFRED CHAIRMAN. Secretary
Dated at Rockland. Nor. 1, 1131.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

McLAIN Shoe Store

Every-Other-Day
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A Feast of Values for You !
The stated
Hiram Council.
held tomorrow,
Grand Master

Just at the start of winter our stock

is complete with rich fabric dress
coats in materials of broadcloth,
suede cloth, and Lustrosas, trimmed

with furs of beaver, Jap fox, wolf

and squirrel.
Travel coats of plaid and tweed
mixtures, mushroom and shawl fur
collars of Jap Fox, Wolf and Wal

laby.

the Star will serve the banquet.
|

Tickets for the Legion’s Armistice
Bali are on sale at Chisholm Bros,
store at The iBrook. The ball this
year is by far the most ambitious at
tempted by the boys and promises to
be a most spectacular success.

$25.00, $35.00,
$39.50 to $59.50
Others $65.00, $75.00 to $95.00
Sizes 16 to 48
Every one should know the value of a Printzess make coat for ladies, requiring
sizes 38 to 48, which we have sold for a number of years.
If you have never worn one you do not know their value.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
TALK OF THE TOWN

Mail and Telephone Orders Promptly Filled

Alfred M. Ireland is home from
Ox-Bow with a buck deer.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov, 3—Warren, Y. P. S. C. X. harvest
supper.
Nov. 4—Drama, "His Uncle's Niece,” Hockport Town hall.
Nov. 4—Warren, Ivy Chapter, O. E. 8., ob
serve past matron and patron night.
Nov. 7-11—Five-day institute of First Bap
tist Church.
Nov. 8—North Waldoboro, Maple Grange

annual fair.
Nov. 8—Annual meeting of the Rockland
Country 4’luh.
Nov. 8—17.30 p. m.) Republican Ward
caucuses.
Nov. 9—Methodist Church fslr In the
vestry.
Nov. 8—Jefferson poultry show.
Nov. 10—(7.30 p. m.) Republican mayoralty
caucus in the City Council chamber.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day
Nov. H—Cnlversallat Pair, "A motor trip
through Maine.”
Nov. 21—ijlethebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Matle Little, Broadway.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
Dec. 21—First day of winter.
Dec. 23—Christmas Day.

Claremont Commandery has
regular meeting Monday night.

its

Orville T. Wood died at his home
on Limeroek street Tuesday. Fu
neral services will be held Saturday
at 2 o'clock from the late residence.

Frank T. Pearson has bought a
192S Paige coupe, with all the latest
fixin's from the Jones Motor Com
pany.

■
Riley F. Strout, formerly with the'

Prudential, is now district superin
tendent of the Eastern Casualty In
surance Co.

.

D. J. Davis of the Rockland staff
of the Central Maine Power Company
was runner-up in the Boosters'
American Legion meeting tonight fWUsher campaign at last reports.
at 7.30.
Class 26 of the M. E. Church met
There will be no supper at Ameri last evening with Mrs. Hattie Till
son, Thomaston and will meet with
can Legion hall Saturday night
Mrs. Forrest Karl, Oak street, at
The Congregational ladies are to the next session.
hold a rummage sale at the vestry
tomorrow.
There bids fair to be an exodus
of football fans from this city Sat
Donald Whitney of the American urday—the mecca, of course, being
Express staff is completing his va the Bowdoin-Maine game at Orono.
cation with an attack of grippe.
Seven thousand tickets have already
been sold.
Good progress is now being made
on the Willow street sewer following
The sharp eyes of Elsie Achorn
a period of extremely hard working spied a patch of June-like butter
condtiions.
cups near her South Main street
home this morning and she brought
E. B. Ingraham is having his an a sample to The Courier-Gazette of
nual vacation from Knowlton's Mar fice for identification.
ket and spending most of it in pur
suit of the wily fox.
Albert J. Rawley, representative to
The five-masted schooner Marie de Legislature, and road commissioner
Ronde, which has .been at Boston the ln St. George, is recovering from an
past two years, arrived at Snow’s accident which occurred some days
ago while he was driving a tractor.
yard yesterday In tow.
It narrowly escaped being a fatality.

The Encampment Odd Fellows and
“Please discontinue my ad, as I
Rebekahs are sponsoring a mock
trial and supper, which wlU be held have sold the stove,'' writes a cus
at Odd Fellows hall next Tuesday tomer in regard to an ad ln the
classified column of this paper.
night.
And that is almost the Inevitable re
sult with those who use this much
Henry Hilton of Waldoboro is at read column.
Knox Hospital suffering from a
wound caused hy a bullet from his
A careful reading of this issue will
rifle which ricochetted from a stone.
show that the Universalist Fair Is
He is not seriously injured.
very much “In the air.' This fair
has always scored a spectacular
Salesman wanted at once, full or success but this year much more
part time. Experience unnecessary. than ordinary effort is being made
■We assist you in getting started. Wle to surpass the fine past records of
make a specialty of furnishing pro popularity and financial success.
tection against loss of earning power,
paying benefits or salary extension
The opening days of November
in case ot disability. Write to or see have registered in this vicinity a
Riley F. Strout, Box 445, Rockland.— mildness ot weather that is usually
adv.
associated with midsummer and has
culled for open house doors and win
Do your share
dows to offset the heat of the early
For the Universalist Fair.—adv.
furrace. ^Boston registers the wann
est days on record arid throughout
New England the quality of Indian
Summer is being universally enjoyed.

$95.00
A genuine Orthophonic Victrola
in ■ newly designed brown mahog
any cabinet for only NINETYFIVE DOLLARS. Just the right
size for the small room or oozy
home, with that rich deep tone of
the full Orthophonic Victrola.

Come in and hear it or, better
still, try one yourself in your own
home. Other stylos up to $600.00.

Look at These Bargains!
125 High Grade Overcoats to be closed out at Very Low Prices.

The papular Friday night dances
will open for 1927 tomorrow night at
1. O. O. F. hall, same management as
last year with Kirks Orchestra play
ing. The dance of next Friday, Nov.
12, will be omitted because of the
legion’s Armistice Ball, but there
after the series will continue until
spring.

Priced at—

Street Floor

assembly of King
.R. & S M., will be
opening at 4 p. m.
Henry R. Gillis ot

Dress and Work Pants.

Sweaters—Heavy Coat—Special Low Price.
Slip-on Sweaters—All Styles.

Big line of Gloves, Stockings, Shirts, All Wool Flannel Shirts
At Very Low Price
Bath Robes—a good assortment at Reduced Prices

Knox Pomona Grange is holding
its regular session with Good Will
Grange at South Warren Saturday.
A big program is on, and it Is hoped
that every officer may be present
promptly on time, that the lecturer
may have ample time for her lengthy
program. The questions for discus
sion will be of unusual interest and
new voices will be heard.

Hats—Swan Russell and Morey.

Mittens, Gloves, Knit Caps and a few Pairs of Pants.

Jackets—in all styles and materials—leather and wool plaid.
Ties,
Scarfs, —Belts

Aiso Sheep Lined Coats for Boys.

Everything in Wearing Apparel for Men
A few Suits for Boys.

EVERYTHING TO BE SOLO AT A SACRIFICE

MIKE ARMATA

The Salvation Army is urgently
in need of serviceable clothing of all
kinds, also shoes for the poor of this
city. Friends out of the city, may
send in parcels as above, addressed
to Captain Clarke, 477 Main street,
Rockland, express collect. Newspa
pers and magazines cannot be ac
cepted owing to lack of facilities for
BORN
Wilbur S. Cross, letter carrier, is
handling. Two full sized mattresses
Sherman—-Rockland, Nov. 1, to Mr. and
are also wanted for a family. Any on his annual vacation and has hit Mrs. Calvin A. Sherman, a daughter, Edna
one having one or more which would the trail for the big woods on a Blanche.
Bobbins—Rockland. Oct. 30, to Mr. and
fortnight’s gunning trip.
give some service may phone 514.
Mrs. Ralph Robbins, a daughter, Vllettie

Rankin Block

North End Clothing Store

Ruth Mayhew Tent, Daughters of
Union Veterans, is to hold Its an
nual fair and sale at G. A. R. hall
the first Monday In December. There
will be a supper at 6 o’clock. These
ladies are on the committees: Fancy
work, Mabel Cross, Lizzie French
and Alta Dlmlck; aprons, Mary
Brewster. Ava Jackson and Mrs.
Karl; cooked food. Irene Winslow
and Allie Blackington; candy, Carrie
House, Emma Douglass and Eliza
Plummer; grabs, Carrie Brown, Lena
Rokes and Josephine Lothrop. There
will be a regular meeting of the
Tent that evening. The next regu
lar meeting of the order will be next
Monday evening and the housekeep
ers will be Mrs. Mabel Cross and
Mrs. Lizzie French.

The weekend bill at Strand Theatre
is going to suit all those who like
plenty of action and good plots. Tom
Mix and Tony the Wonder Horse will
b- seen In "The Circus Ace," and the
picture carries with it all the thrills
of the "big top." "The Open Switch”
featuring Helen Holmes, sounds suffi
ciently interesting, doesn’t it?. “The
Heart of Maryland" coming for next
Monday and Tuesday, is one of the
The highway of the Kennebec
best pictures Manager Dondis has bridge should be ready for traffic by
O«c red in a long time.
Nov, 15 at the latest, according to
word given out by the McCiinticA box alarm from 45 called the de- Marshall Co. It is thought that the
partment to the western side of upper deck will be thrown open to
M‘ddle
hll> yesterday morning traffic at once upon completion, as
M.'hncn n livolv nhamhor rvlovro u*Qc in
where a lively chamber blaze was in the State pays a bonus of $125 for
progMss in the home of William every day prior to Jan. 1st that the1
Cushing. The hand chemicals made highway is ready for traffic. The
a short shrift of the fire but had a contract calls for the completion of
wait for horse-drawn pieces been the bridge Jan. 1, 1928, with the
necessary certainly the house would stipulation that for every day prior
have been destroyed. As It was the to the opening the state pays the
room was badly scorched and its above onus and should the time go
furniture wrecked.
A still alarm over the 1st of January the contrac
sent Engine 2 to Tillson uvenue last tors pay a similar bonus to the State.
night where a similar fire was found. Since the opening of the railroad
Small damage resulted except to the several days ago. the M. C. R. R. Co.
has been paying a similar bonus,
chamber furnishings.
and will continue to do so until Jan.
1st.
The November meeting of the
Knox County Fish & Game Associ
^Subscribers of the Baptist Missions
atlon will be held Nov. 9 in the
An.erican Legion hall, Rockland, at have received the November issue and
6.30 p. m. The usual supper will pre found it a most entertaining number,
especially so, as i; contains much that
cede the meeting and will be put on
Is of interest locally. The story by
by tire American Legion at 31.00 a
Howard B. Grose, who spent his va
plate. After the business meeting is
cation at Sargentville of how tlie
held there will be moving pictures First Baptist Church in Sedgwick,
by Pathe, Inc., entitled "The Great came into being in 1805, is most in
Alaskan Adventure.” This picture is teresting. This church was changed
one of the leading sports films, show from a Baptist Church into a Congre
ing Art Young, great hunter with the gational Church through the efforts
bow and arrow and his experiences of Rev. Daniel Merrill, a Congrega
with big game in Alaska.
tional preacher and graduate of
Dartmouth College, but after a time
With nearly two months yet to he changed his views and became a
elapse before the ponds freeze suf Baptist. Mr. Grose goes on to tell
ficiently for ice harvesting this io of the church’s history, its work and
cality is facing a famine, so far as activities up to the present time. The
that necessary commodity is con World Wide Guild of Farmington has
cerned. One dealer who aippears to a fine notice of the work it is doing
be sitting pretty is the Rockland Coal and it should be an inspiration to
Company. Manager William Sansom other guilds in the State and else
foresaw last winter that the ice was where. But perhaps what would in
of a quality which would not stand terest Rockland readers of the maga
up as well as common and he filled zine most, is the group picture of the
his houses to capacity. The very Crusaders of the Bittlefleld Memorial
gratifying result of that wisdom is Free Baptist Church, a happy com
that the Rockland Coal Company still pany of young people with their
has alxiut 400 tons on hand. And ice leader, Mrs. J. N. Farnham, who are
striving to devote some time to mis
is ice, right now.
sionary work. In fact the whole
The end of the fiscal year of Rock magazine is teeming with good
land’s Children’s Playground finds tilings.

that institution in an entirely satis
factory condition, debt free, reason
ably well equipped with the entire
plant in excellent condition. Chil
dren's Playground is firmly en
trenched in the affections of Rock
land citizens as manifested by its
very large attendance of children and
adults the season just passed and the
spontaneous public support giv
en upon all occasions. It is a member
of Community Chest, an excellent ex
ample of the part the Chest plays in
the welfare work of the community
John II. Richardson retires from the
presidency of the association after
Lewiston Journal: Engineer P. A. two years’ service.
Bradford, formerly of Belfast, and
Fireman M. R. Unscott of Rockland
A visit to tlie site of the huge tank
hauled the first paper train out of which is being erected in Thomaston
Lewiston Sunday morning at 6.30 by the Water Co. will give some idea
o’clock over the new bridge at Bath of the great size of the installation.
going to .Rockland.
Although the The foundation work is all complet
train was 16 pilnutes late out of ed, exact to a very fine degree, under
Brunswick, tt made Rockland on direction of Bon Morrill of Rockport.
time. Both .men are well known on The heavy girders and steel work is
the old ’ Knox-Lincoln branch. At on the spot, landed by Fred M. Blackthe return end of the bridge over 100
ington and today the iron workers of
people were ready to greet the train.
the Chicago Bridge Co. start the
erection. The tank will ibe 120 feet
Patrons of Empire Theatre w»re
given a surprise Tuesday night when in the'air, resting on six legs and
local moving pictures were shown capable of holding 300,000 gallons of
These pictures we-e scenes at Owl's water. Some idea of the amount of
Head and Snow’s shipyard, and the water to be held in storage can be
camera wqrk was done by Raymond gained from the fact that it will be
S. Jordan of -Rockland- Mr. Jprd.Tn sufficient to supply six standard fire
recently graduated from the New streams for five hours. The tank
York Institute qf Motion Picture wil! be a conspicuous addition to the
Photography and has secured a po landscape being located on the rise
sition with J$<«tto-&oldwyn Mayer as directly opposite the Maine State
official n»H» gameraman for the Prison.
M.-O. M. N«ws io>thls territory. The
The Universalist Fair
pictures Shawn .Tuesday night were
Is “in the air"—adv.
of an exceptionally fine quality.

Underwear—Woolen and Fleeced Lined.

Amelia.
Marston—Rockport, Oct. 30, to Mr. and
former Rockland Mrs. Charles Marston, a son, Kenneth Ed

’Bozo” Weston,
ball player was the hero of Boston
college’s 27 to 7 victory over Ford
ham at New York. Weston took the
opening kickoff and raced 90 yards
through the Fordham team to score.
He also ran back a punt 60 yards for
a score. His career is being followed
with interest and approval by those
who admired his work as a ball
player.

ward.

Nuccio—'Camden, Nov. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Nuccio, a son.
Orff—-North Waldoboro, Oct. 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Reuel Orff, a son.

Advertising ln
THIS
PAPER

MARRIED

•W|e wonder if it wouldn’t be pos
Merchant-Brown—Union. Oct. 30, by Rev.
E. S. Ufford. George V. Merchant and Lottie sible to draft Mr. Taft and make sure
E. Brown, both of Rockland.
of Vermont and Utah-—Ohio <State
Journal.

DIED

Hart—Appleton, Oct. 27, Abbie, wife of
Marcellus Hart, aged 66 years, 11 months.
Wood—Rockland, Nov. 1, Orville T. Wood,
A new firm has been organized,
aged 79 years, 4 months, 19 days. Funeral
Newman & Philbrook, and has leased Saturday at 2 o’clock.
the store at 271 Main street, foot of
Fitzgerald—Rockland, iNov. 2. infant son of
Myrtle, for the purpose of doing a Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Fitzgerald.
Dunton—Hope. Nov. 3, Aldora A., wife of
second hand furniture business. The Abner F. Dun ton. aged 76 years, 3 months, 6
members are John Newman and days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock.

Harold J. Philbrook, both young men
well known here and of excellent
business experience. As soon as the
store is ready it will be opened as a
salesroom. Meantime the partners
are buying second hand furniture.

At a committee meeting last even
ing reports were given by the dif
ferent chairmen as to the progress of
Lhe Universalist fair to be given Nov
16. The decorating committee has
been divided into two groups, with
Arthur F. Lamb and John Newman
chairmen. The men of the church
are to conduct a country store as
their feature, which promises to he
unique.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our relatives, friends and
neighbors for their kind sympathy and beau
tiful flowers sent at the time of our sorrow.
(Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Durgin, Miss Sadie Philbrook, Mr. and Mrs.
L. O. Philbrook, Miss Madelyn Philbrook.
•

Is a
Good Investment

The first "We:” Jonah and the
whale-—Milwaukee Jobrnal.

Lift SAVERS..
Prunes4S°3 lbs 25c
Box of 25 pounds $1.99

NATIVE FOWL
CHICKENS

FRESH SCALLOPS
Pound 39c

Any Size

Native

JOHNSON BEANS, qt... 25c; peck .. $1.69
New Crop—The Best You Ever Saw

TRY OUR FAMOUS SAUSAGE
Fresh Daily

NARRAGANSETT BAY OYSTERS, qt. 85c

FRESH CANDIES

Direct From the Oyster Beds
\

For

NATIVE CRANBERRIES, 2 quarts .... 25c

WEEK END SPECIALS
Rich Chocolate Covered Pepp Wafers, 60c value,
Pound ............................................................................. 43c
Roman Punch Nougatines, 60c value,pound 1........... 49c
Assorted Chocolates, packed in one pound boxes,
50c value ...................................................................... 36c
Assorted Kisses, pound.................................................... 30c
Shelled Walnuts, pound ......................
69c
New Figs, pound................................................................ 35c
Tokay Grapes—while^hey last,3 pounds................. 25c

CHISHOLM BROS.

TOKAY GRAPES, 3 pounds............... 25c
While They Last

SAGE CHEESE NOW IN SEASON
NATIVE CABBAGE, pound.................... 2c
NATIVE SQUASH, pound...................... 3c

NORMAN R FLOUR, bag.................. $1.15

CONFECTIONERS
OPP. WAITING ROOM

COMB HONEY, box............................ 35c

ROCKLAND

PORK ROAST, pound.......................... 25c
A Big Reduction in Fresh Pork Loins Which We Pass
On To Our Customers

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
WEEK-END SPECIAL

Double Day Bed $19.85
We are specializing this Splendid Value Over the Weekend Only—a Handsome,
Sturdy Dhy Bed, double type, Finest Cretonne Coverings, Cretonne Head and Foot,

Soft, Comfortable Mattress.

O

Unparalleled Value

TUB BUTTER, I 49c
Cloverbloom, Brookfield, Turner Centre
Pound 55c
FINNAN HADDIES, pound............... 15c
SALT MACKEREL, pound................ .'15c
SALT TONGUES AND SOUNDS, lb.... 15c
IMPORTED HERRING, pound........... 15c
Direct from Norway

POTATO STARCH, package............. 18c
Just What You Have Been Asking For

CASH OR EASY TERMS

ST. JOHN ALEWIVES, each............... 10c

Stonington Furniture Co.

SLACK SALTED POLLOCK and CODFISH

LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 Main Street

Phone 980

Rockland, Maine

Perry’s Foodland
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Airs. Harriet Carter is having her
buildings painted.
Mrs. Ada Upham and son Earl .
visited at Austin Huntley's in Rock
land last week.
Mis. Emily Pushaw and slaters
accompanied by Harry Gordon were
in Augusta Thursday.
Mrs. Raymond Crabtree is visit
ing relatives in Massachusetts.
Lester Merrill is substituting on
the R. F. D. route for Mr. Ames »-ho
lias been called to Boston on account
, of the serious condition of his wife,
a£SSf- • ■
$.'<<
I who was operated on at the Deacon! ess Hospital Wednesday. Last re
ports as to h6r condition were more
favorable.
Among recent visitors at Lester
Merrill's were Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Randall and son of East Boston,
Mrs. Hannah Duffy and Mrs. Blanche
Robertson. Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Chatto of Bluehill and Mrs. Lovell
Thompson of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Etterlinger and
Peter Heal who have been spending
the season at their summer home
j here returned to New York Tuesday
fo- the winter.
i Mr. and Mrs. Young and children
1 of Camden visited their daughter
Mrs. Joe Pushaw Saturday.
tastes. Just look for the Fle'cher
John Pushaw and Raymond Crab
signature on the package and you will tree are doing stonework at Highknow you hAve the genuine and pure field Camp.
Castoria.
I .lonsie Dunbar and friends were at
• SPECIAL NOTE: With every bot I S. P. Crabtree's Sunday.
Lewis Upham and a party from
tle of genuine Fletcher's Castoria is
wrapped a book on "Care and t'eed- Rockport are on a hunting trip in
ing of Babies’’ worth its weight in northern Maine.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard is in War
gold to every mother or prospective
ren with her daughter, where she
mother.
expects to remain for the winter.

Infant Care

APPLETON

Children Cry for

'ixt.ch.e'u

;

CastoriA

American women since the bob came
into fashion. Speaking before tive
Miss Gertrude B. Lane, editor of convention of the American Associa
The Woman's Home Companion has tion of Advc: using Agencies, shecomputed that 3.400 tons of hair said that there were in the i’nitod

MANY BOBS; MUCH HAIR

Protect Your Busy Morning Hours
with Sustaining Food—Get

Quick
Quaker
Oats
The Breakfast that “Stands By” You
Cooks in 2x/z to 5 Minutes

W J. Rryant was in town bidding
his friends good-bye as he Is leav
ing to spend the winter months in
Pownal where he had a position last
wirier.
Mrs. Jessie Noyes of North Union
called on Mrs. Lenora Fish and Mrs.
Bernice Philbrook recently.
All regret the passing of Mrs.
Abbie Hart, wife of Marcellus Hart
Oct. 27. aged 66 years. She was
a very estimable woman, a loving
wife and mother, kind neighbor, and
a great help in the grange while she
wjhs able to attend and interested in
all good works. She leaves a hus
band. three sons. John. George and
Leroy and a number of grandchil
dren. They have the sympathy of
their friends.
Albert W. Sprague of 376 LaGrunge street. West Roxbury, Mass.,
well known in this vicinity, and a
nephew of Miss Azuha Sprague, re
cently made a trip by airplane from
Boston to Nantucket and several
other places of interest in a day’s
flight.
Mr. Sprague is familiarly
known to the Massachusetts Auto
mobile Club of Boston, and to the
people here he is know n as the man
who is liable to drop in at any time,
any old way. This being his lat
est way, he may give Appleton
people a surprise almost any time.

SHORTCAKE IN NOVEMBER
Strawberries Fashioned Into a Belat
ed Delicacy in a Camden Home
Strawberry shortcake was on the
dinner menu at the home of Mrs.
Charles Atkins in Camden Tuesday
the strawberries having been picked
on the A. B. Carlson farm In Lin
colnville. The table was decorated
with roses which grew on the At
kins’ premises.
Raspberries and cream are No
vember delicacies in several Knox
C ur.ty homes. Other evidences of
the prolonged summer are dande
lions. clover blossoms and apple
blossoms.
Tuesday was one of the warmest
fir Nov. 1 on record in this section.

New

Chrysler

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
Foreign Competition In Portland Cement Market and
What It Would Mean If Eliminated.

N PERFORMANCE, in comfort and in

I

luxury the New Chrysler “52” is head
and shoulders above anything and every*
thing else in its particular price field.
Not only because of its smooth speed ca
pacity of 52 miles and fnore an hour; its
remarkable snap anefdash in getaway; and

its high gasoline mileage—

But also because it is so much larger; its
sturdy wood and steel body is so much
more substantial; its ample seats are so
much wider, deeper and more restful; its
fittings and equipment are so much richer
and more elegant; and its color harmonies
are so much more striking than any other
car with which you might contrast it.

F.O.B . DETROIT

Coupe

<725
725
2-door Sedan • • • • 735
4-door Sedan ...» 795
De Luxe Sedan « » • 875

Roadster (with rumble Mat)

All prices f. o. b. Detroit, subject to current Federal
excise tax. Chrysler dealers are in position to extend
the convenience of time payments. Ask about Chry
sler’s attractive plan.
All Chrysler cars have the additional protection
against theft of the Fedco System of numbering,
n
■»
*

New Chrysler “Red-Head” Engine—de
signed to take full advantage of high-compresrion
gas, is standard equipment on the roadsters of the
“52,” "62,” “72” and sport roadster of the Im
perial “80.” It is also available, at slight extra cost,
for all other body types. For a reasonable charge it
can be applied to earlier Chrysler cart now in use.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Popular S.
American drlr.k
6-To melt, as snow
9 Musical instrument
11-Capital cf Cuba
14- Free cf
15- Mcst popular
Prince In world
16- A heavenly body
17-Very warm
18- P-om sccry note
(abbr.)
13-Thom’s (abbr.)
21-To spread for
drying
23- A broad
thoroughfare
(abbr.)
24- Lads
26-To excel
28- Personai pronoun
29- Fami!iar salutation
31-Resin
83-A drink
34-Entertainment
36-Apt
37- Sorrowful
38- To nudge
40-That which uses a
sting
42-Suffix denoting an
agent
45-Stout
47-Keen
49-The (French)
so-A metal

43

58

* t. ■■
&

bb

41

INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
52-Precioua
54- 8. State of U. S.
(abbr.)
55- Prefix. Three
57-Country of Europe
(abbr.)
58- North latitude
(abbr.)
59- Energy (slang)
60- Poem
62-A well-known
tincture
65- Posaessivs pronoun
66- Race; tribe
63-A seaport, N. E.
Morocco
70- A waiking-stick
71- ldentical
VERTICAL
1- Middle
2- Near
3- Tan-colored
4- Time period
5- Article
6- Speed
7- Prefix. Away
8- Exlsted
9- To creep on the
earth
10-Out (S. Afr. D.)
12-A fruit with woody
ahell
13- Bloodleasnese
17-Wall eet in a ditch
18-Stern of a vessel
20-A rodent

VERTICAL (Cont.)
22-Small hole
24- Bale (abbr.)
25- Time during which
a court alts
26- Spanned
27- Toward
30-A shelf of rock
32-Sprout of a plant
35-Of a reddish brown
color
38- To shake
39- King of the fairies,
“Midsummer
Night’s Dream”
40- Slave
41- Genulne
43- On what River la
the U. S. Naval
Academy?
44- To ensnare
46-A musical note
45- Preflx. Form of
"ad”
51-A constellation
53-Comblning form.
Nine
56-Girl’s name
59-A vegetable
61-“And so forth”
(abbr.)
63- Single
64- Possesslve pronoun
65- Shouting
67-N. cen. State of
U. S. (abbr.)
69-Trade mark (abbr.)

Solution to Previous Puzzle

EAST UNION
The next meeting of the Ladies
Farm Bureau will be held Nov. 8
instead of Nov. 1.
A. B. Stevenson and family were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Randall Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gould, son I
George and Mrs. Lou Ingraham of
Portland, accompanied by Miss Lot
tie Skinner of Rockland were guests
of relatives in this place Sunday.
James Dornan made a business
trip to Spruce Head recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson of
South Windham are in town. Mrs.
Payson will spend her vacation here
while Mr. Payson takes a hunting
trip to the big woods accompanied
by Murray Whalen of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clark of
West Rockport were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. George Payson.
A ladies whist club has been or
ganized here which will meet Thurs
day afternoons at the homes of its
members.
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Seven body stylet
priced from $ J 095 to $ J 295

1021
Seven body styles
priced from $ 1495 to $ 1745

What foreign competition means to the New England market of Port
land cement is shown by a series of calculations which will astonish the
average reader. If , the same amount of cement that waa» bought from
I foreign manufacture had been produced in American mills, it would have
contributed the following additional factors to American prosperity:
' The additional workers employed would have earned in wages....
$464,507
To the e.dditlonal officers and other employers required would
have been paid salaries of ..................................................................
146,786
Its total additional direct wage and salary fund would have been
611,393
Il would have used in coal—on the basis of 175 pounds to a bar
rel—'112,565 short tons, for which it would have paid at mine
an average of $2.21 per toil, the total cost being ..... .*.................
248.769
' In addition f-or Its coal, it would have paid a freight charge of
337.695
The total cost of coal used would have been ............................. .........
586,464
, Of this amount the coal miner would have received as wages on
149,261
the basis of a 69% labor cost in coal mining ................. ,..........
Of this amount also the rail worker would have received as
145.209
wages based on a rate of 45% of operating income.....................
1 The total wages accruing to labor for coal would have been........
294,470
Based on 11 pounds per barrel of cement, the Industry would
have used an additional 7076 tons of gypsum for which it
21,228
would have paid at the mine ..............................................................
In addition, it would have paid in freight on this gypsum ............
19.818
41.046
Its total costs for gypsum would have been .... ....................................
Of this amount, the gypsum miner would have received as wages
7.430
And the railroad worker would have received In addition the
8.522
sum of .'........................................................................ ............ -....................
To handle thJs cement there would have been added to the In
dustry’s, buying of cotton sacks a total of 471,720, for which
75,475
it would have paid 16 cents a sack ................................. -.............
The textile worker would have received as his share on a basis
18,869
of a 25% labor cost .................................................... -............................
These sacks would have required 472 bales of cottop—figuring
1000 sacks to the bale at an average price of 18 cents a pound
for cotton or $90 a bale, the Southern cotton grower would
42,480
have received from the cement Industry ....................... ..............
The cement industry, would have bought additional general mill
supplies, new machinery and replacement, amounting to........
495,000
On the basis of a 5% freight charge to the delivery price, the
24,750
railroads would have received ............................................................
On hhe basis of a 10% labor charge to the delivery price, the
worker in machine shops, founderles, mill supply shoips,
49.500
etc., would have received ..................... -..........-..................................
The railroad worker would have received, on ihe basis of these
I
10,643
shipments ...................................................................................................
Freight for the finished product from mill to point of delivery
632.838
would have been increased ......................................................... ;.......
272,130
Of this amount, railway labor would have received ........................
On the basis of 16 cents per barrel electric power companies
would have received revenues amounting to.................................
213,197
Based on a census ratio of 20% wage cost, electric power em->
42.639
ployes would have received ................................................................
The Maine Cement Industry if Run at Capacity—
i
Would employ 300 wage earners and other employes.
1
1926 imports of foreign cement into its market would throw out of em
ployment 210 of these.
It wo-uld pay wages and salaries of $495,000 a year. Imtports would cut
them down $346,500.
It would buy $118,125 worth of coal. Imports would cut down coal used
$82,688.
•
It would pay coal miners $78,875. Imports would decrease their pay
$55,213.
It would buy $16,500 worth of gypsum. Imports would cut down gypsum
used $11,500.
It would pay gypsum miners $5,775. Imports would decrease their pay
$3,973.
It would buy $52,800 worth of cotton sacks. Imports would cut down
$37,060 worth of cotton.
It would pay textile workers $13,200. Imports would subtract $9,220.
It would pay cotton farmers $26,400. Imports would make them lose
$18,480.
It would pay freight of $993,540. Imports would cut rail revenues $695,478.
It would add to rail wages $427,222. Imports would cut them $289,055.
It would pay workers in machine shoips, etc., $37,530. Imports would
cut their pay $26,250.
It would buy machinery and supplies amounting to $375,300. Imports
would cut these purchases $262,710.
It would buy electric power costing $160,000. Imports would cut this
revenue $112,000.
•.
To summarize briefly:
The Maine cement industry operating a ♦
capacity would annually contribute wages of $1,076,002; buy materials cost
ing $891,000; pay freight of $993,540; buy electric power costing $160,000.
Imports of foreign cement on 1926 basis would annually: Cut wazes
$753,201; cut buying $623,700; cut freight $695,478; cut power bought $112,000.
Luther Murphy and daughter Ethel,
Mr. Osler and Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Nell and family of Friendship.
Capt. O. A. Andrews was in Rock
land last week and made a trip on
the first train across the new Ken
nebec bridge, and is now the posses
sor of a souvenir ticket
Mr. and Mrs. Cowen have moved
into their new house which they
recently bought of Mrs. Edwin
Hooper
Walter Barter was a dinner guest
of his sister Mrs. Frank Wiley Sun
day.
Harold Black has returned from a
hunting trip.

GLENMERE

Mr and Mrs. Rodney Simmons are
home from a hunting trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Davis
entertained friends from Loud's Isl
and last Sunday.
Byron Davis has been in Boothbay after lobster bait.
Charles Davis. Lawrence McLellan,
Lawry McLellan and Everett McLel
ORFF’S CORNER
lan are working on the road.
Calvin Bragg who has been a pa
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hooper had
tient at the U. S. Marine Hospital in as guests last Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
Portland for several weeks arrived
home Saturday for an indefinite stay.
Willis Ralph who has been ill is
now able to be down stairs.
Miss ,Vesta Weeks of Richmond
has been the guest for a week of
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Brown.
Vellis Weaver is in Wiscasset
serving on the jury.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter,
daughter Ruth Walter and Mrs. Nora
Ludwig of Gardiner we|e Sunday
Petr cheat colds, head colds,
sore,
aching joints and
guests at Sanford Walter’s.
muscles,
there’s
nothing
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig of
like 7, ALVA!
Richmond visited relatives here re Should be in every family medicine
chest. 35c—at druy <&d geneurt stores—or
cently.
on receipt of price.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell .and mailed
KIMBALL BROS. A CO., Iae.
family visited relatives in Jefferson
Established 1871
R»««ihtirac Falls, Vt.
Sunday.
Ask
for
Kendall
’s Quick Relief and
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Orff of Nashua,
Kendall’s Cough Elixir.
N. H.. were overnight guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Aehdrn.
Wiring the houses has begun, C. J.
Achorn’s being the first.
There was a Halloween social at
the Community House Monday even
ing.
There are many pleasant ways to
welcome new neighbors, but the one
employed for Mr. and Mrs. Reed and
family was both substantial and en
joyable. Great was Mrs. Reed’s sur
prise when she opened the door to
find 30 people armed with a great
variety of vegetables who had come
to give them a vegetable shower. In
the yard was also a truck awaiting
to be unloaded. Mr. Reed had re
tired for the night but soon made his
appearance, and after the vegetables
were safely stored in the cellar a
social evening was enjoyed and
sandwiches, cake and coffee served.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed recently came
from New York and bought the Bessey farm, and this bit of neighbor
liness was very much appreciated by
them, and also showed the friendly
spirit which prevails in the com
munity.

Dealers
Recommend
It

So Very much more
Jbr your money

INDUSTRY

MENACE TO

w

Mothers, you-can't start too ear y
to establish a child's serene and tran
quil disposition. Even an infant can
have a happy, fretless state of un
interrupted health. What will do this?
A simple, purely vegetable product as
old as you are: plain Castoria.
A few drops of Castoria will settle
all uneasiness in a jiffy. Will dispel
colic or ward off constipation; and
just as surely check diarrhoea.
•
In real sickness, call a physician, t
But many physicians urge only Cas- j
toria for those little childish disorders
that need nothing more. You need
never be afraid to'give pure Castoria.
It is safe and perfctfy harmless, for
it contains no paregoric? no opiates,
no dope of any kind. At least, this is
true of the genuine Fletcher's Cas- I
toria*—and that is the kind doctors
tell you always to buy.
Fletcher's Castoria is fine for any
child. AU children love to take it.i
Delicious tasting, and as good as it

Tvery-0 ther-Day

OGDh

Praises Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

Arm &. Hammer
Baking Soda
(Pure Bicarbonate of Soda)

—Keeps the mouth
wholesome
EEP your teeth free
from film and discol
oration, keep your throat
and mouth clean, by using
Arm & Hammer Baking
Soda regularly as a denti
frice, mouth wash and
gargle. It is Bicarbonate of
Soda whose purity exceeds
the U. S. Pharmacopoeia
Standards—get a package
today at your grocer’s.

K

GROSS NECK
Miss Bertha Sprague of Nprth
Waldoboro is visiting her mother
Mrs. Frank Simmons.
Mrs. Annie Creamer spent the
I weekend tn Damariscotta guest of
1 her daughter Mrs. Sidney Rines.
Alfred Waltz was In 'Pemaquld!
Tuesday.
Miss Addle Oeele spent a few days
I In Rockland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer of
i Boston were visitors in this place
■ last week.
Miss Evelyn Waltz of Gorham
spent the weekend with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Miss Goldie Genthner visited her
aunt Mrs. Albert Genthner of South
Waldoboro recently.
Mrs. Maybelle Genthner and chil
dren of Broad Cove spent Sunday
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Eugley. •
Mrs. Verdic Johnson and daughter
Marjorie of West 'Waldoboro visited
Mrs. William Gross Saturday.

THIS NURSE .
NOW HAS
GOOD HEALTH

I

Write for

valuable free
booklets of
health hints
and recipes.

“I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound for some time
and I would not
be without it In
the house. As I
am a children's
nurse, I have to
be on my feet a
great deal and
your medicine
has helped me
wonderfully.
I
was hardly able
to do my house
work when I be
gan taking It.
and now I am a strong and well
woman, able to do all that and go
out nursing besides. I have also
used the Sanative Wash and found
It beneficial.”—Mas. Gertrude L.
Stewart, 103 Davis St., Green
field, Mass.
Va/uabZe for Weakness

"I have found Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a valu
able medicine for weakness.’’—Mas.
J. A Pietsch.Box 397, Lancaster, Pa.
Hundreds of letters like these are
received by the Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass., from grateful
women who say that their health
has improved since taking Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

HOTEL
ARLINGTON
Arlington & Tremont Sts., Boston

This up-to-date hotel provides
a real home for visitors to Bos
ton. Each comfortable room
has private bath and outside
exposure. Rates are very mod
erate, facilities complete, and
service flawless. Accessible to
all parts of Boston and sub
urbs. Ample parking space
makes it especially convenient
for automobilists.
Single Room
Double Room

Rates
$2.90 to 14.00
$3.50 to $5.00

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eaitern standard Time

Trains Leavc Rockland roe

Augusta, 17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. tn., $2.30 p. nt.,
♦6.25 p. m.
.
„
Bangor, 17.45 a. m,, 12.20 p. m., $2.30 p. m..
16.25 p. m
.__
Boston, 17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m , |2.30 p. m.,
♦6.25 p. m.
____
Brunswick, 17.45 a.m., 12.20 p.m., $2.30 p.m.,
♦6.25 p. m.
Lewiston, |7.45 a. in., f2.20p. m. §2.30 p. txi.,
New York, t2.20 p. tn.. <2.30 p. tn.
Portland, t7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. in., {2.30 p. tn.,
ffl.25 p. m.
Waterville, f7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m , {2 30 p. tn.,
16.25 p. in.
Woolwich, |7.45 a. tn., |2.20 p. m., {2.30 p. tn.,

Daily, except Sunday.

{ Sunday only. *

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to mange Without Notice)
FN EFFECT OCT. 22, 1927
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.3® A. M..
Htnnington 6.39, North Haven 7.30, Yinalhaven 8.3®, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.3® P. X.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven «t 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.®®; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memcriali
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Kirksville School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland
129-tf

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist

Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hour,; 9 to 12—1 to 5
CHURCH &. DWIGHT CO., Inc.
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
27 Cedar Street, New York
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
119-tf

DR. E. L.SCARLOTT

Dependable Fuel
Insure yourself the comfort of clean,
safe and dependable heat from your
oil burner this season. Socony Fur
nace Oil is available for prompt
delivery gnd its use banishes heating
worries for the winter.

Write or telephone for full particu
lars regarding price, delivery, etc.

(Luccesaor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only Tat 13S
38 Limerock Street
Rockland
Graduate of American Schoel of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main Street
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
CS?« Hours; 9 to 12—1 to I
Evenings by Appointment

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

LER
Imperial 4^

SDCDNY

Eleven body ttylet
priced from $2495 to $359$

FURNACE 01

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
23 TILLSON AVENUE, TEL. 4-W

Three

Crow

Spices

are

neatly

packed in Lanitary Packages.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
31 St. Jarpes Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Office Hours: 1 to 8 and 1 to » P. M.

Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

C. S. ROBERTS

Attorney
Announces opening of office In Odd

Telephone Hancock 6000

Fellows Block, Opp. Poetofllee.
Tel. 470
Room S-S-J
...............

r r
*

Every Other-Day
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' Guard Against “Flu”
With Musterole

!
I

attendance. Trustees were elected as I
WALDOBORO
'follows: William Viles, Willis H.
Mrs. Harold Perry and Miss Edith
, Crowell, O. E. Ludwig. Committees I
Perry have returned from Portland.
Miss Margaret Ashworth is at home on by-laws, finance and relief were
County Deputy Lydia
Influenza, Grippe and Pneumonia from Freeport tailed by the illness appointed.
. Morse was present and instructed the
usually start with a cold. The moment of her father, T. C. Ashworth.
you get those warning aches rub on
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Gross who members In degree work. The next
good old Musterole.
have been at Oceanville are visiting regular meeting will he held Nov. 11
I A public whist party was held in
Musterole relieves the congestion Mrs. Cora Nash.
and stimulates circulation. It has all
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner ihe Odd Fellows’ dining hall Monday
the good qualities of the old-fashioned have gone to Brooklyn, N. Y„ wher^ evening for the bteeflt of the library.
mustard plaster without the blister.
| The affair was well patronized and an
they will spend the winter.
First you feel a warm tingle as the
The many friends of Mrs. G. O. enjoyable evening reported. The rehealing ointment penetrates the pores, Winslow are sorry to hear of her I ceipts were $31.
then a soothing, cooling sensation and
quick relief. Have Musterole handy for serious illness in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Miller apd X#r.
SOUTH THOMASTON
emergency use. It may prevent serious
and Mrs. Ralph Morse were in Lew
Mr. and Mrs. .1. P. Norton and
illness.
.
iston Monday where the men attended daughter Dorothy returned to their
To Mothom Musterole is also
a tractor school of instruction.
I home in Brighton, Mass., Sunday
made in milder form for
Edward Howell who has been re 1 n'ght »fter having spent the summer
I babies and small children.
ceiving treatment for an injury to his here.
| Ask for Children’s Musterole.
eye at the Knox Hospital has re | Mr. and Mrs. John McGraw from
Jars A Tubes.
turned.
I New Jersey have been guests of her
Mrs. Bethia Thompson has re ■ sister Mrs. Bertha Hanley for the
turned to Round Pond.
I past fortnight.
Miss Ann e O. Welt and Miss Ida
Mrs. Margaret Glllchrest, Miss
Black have been spending several Jeanie McConchie and Miss Susie
days in Portland, Miss Well attend Sleeper attended the State Teachers’
ing the teachers' convention and Miss Convention at Portland.
Black acting as delegate at the
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper and Mrs.
Batter than a mustard plaster
Christian Endeavor convention.
F. K. Thornd.vke motored to Bangor
Miss Frances Crowell and Miss Sunday where they were guests
Oriana Barter have been in Loud- of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Flckett.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT ville a few days.
I Miss Taylor from Boston is the
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Brown have guest of Chester Allen here at the
moved Into the house recently bought home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
PLUMBING. HEATING
by them of Dr. Allen on Depot street. I Le Roy Allen.
106 Pleasant Strsst,
Rockland
The first regular .meeting of I Mrs. Hattie Redonnett from DamTsfsphons 244-W
Meenagha Grange was held in G. A. 'ariscotta is making her mother Mrs.
R. hall Friday evening with 30 in Ixiwrence Brown an extended visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Estes of Au
burn were recent guests of her sis
ter Miss ftazel Stamp.
Master 'Robert Gregory from Rock
port was here guest of his grand
mother Mrs. Georgia Snow a few
days last week.
,
Mrs. Ada Snow is the guest of
':5 > f
relatives in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Marguerite Sprague and child
have been visiting her sister Mrs.
Maynard Jackson.
One week from 'Friday night (Nov.
11) Mrs. L. B. Smith has very kind
ly offered IWessaweskeag Inn for a
card party, the proceeds to be used
for benefit of the schools. The
Smiths are famous entertainers and
this promises to be A royal good time.
Prizes will be given at each table
and refreshments will be on sale.
Owing to the illness of the teacher
the.e was no school at the grammar
schopl last week.
A crew of men are reconstructing a
piece of State Aid road near the
Hooper-tStevens residence.
The Ladies' Aid of the church are
very busily preparing for their an
nual winter sale of fancy articles,
etc., which they plan to have around
Thanksgiving time. Another group
of ladies is working on a short play
to be presented in the evening. Ma
terials and stitching will be greatly
appreciated by this little band of
workers.
Roland Glllchrest has the agency
for men's clothing from a well known
tailoring establishment in .Boston
and is showing a most attractive
line of samples at very reasonable
prices.
Friday afternoon Beverlie and
Parker Jackson, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Jackson, entertained a
party of little friends at a Halloween
party. The home was prettily deco
rated for the occasion and sand
wiches. cake, cocoa, nuts and candy
with souvenir baskets were served.
Many of the children appeared in
costume and altogether a most de
lightful affair is reported.
Saturday night Carline Snow and
Arllne Knowlton entertained 12 lit
The whole world knows Aspirin as an effective antidote for
tle girls at a Halloween party at the
pain. But it’s just as important to know that there is only one
home of the former. The children
genuine Bayer Aspirin. The name Bayer is on every tablet, and
were all dressed in fancy costumes.
The house was prettily decorated for
on the box. If it says Bayer, it’s genuine; and if it doesn’t, it is
the affair. Supper was served at 6
not! Headaches are dispelled by Bayer Aspirin. So are colds,
o'clock, the favors and table decora
and the pain that goes with them; even neuralgia, neuritis, and
tions furnishing much pleasure to
rheumatism promptly relieved. Get Bayer—at any drugstore—
the little folks. After a period of
with proven directions.
games, etc., cake and ice cream in
the form of black cats was served.
All report that they had a lovely
time.
• • • •

I

UNION

f}rink7ea
At Breakfast ~
yl makes a delightful
change in the
morning drink
and will refresh
and stimulate

SALADA'

Page Five
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VINALHAVEN

PARK THEATRE

Mrs. Harriet Jones left Thursday
for Rockland.
Mrs. L. R. Smith returned Mon
day from Portland and Augusta.
The monthly meeting of Lafayette
Carver Relief Corps was held Tues
day night in the G. A. R. rooms.
Nellie Wilson, Effie Davis and Ellen
Swears were housekeepers.
Mrs. Susan Hopkins entertained at
cards Monday evening the following
guests: Mrs. C. B. Vlnal, Mrs. Faus
tina Roberts, Mrs. Ora Jones and Mrs.
Gertrude Hall. Lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy L. Roberts,
who have been summering at Creek
side left Monday for their home in
Quincy.
The regular meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, O. E. S., will be held Mon
day evening.
R. G. C. McQuigg of the Baptist
Church of Waldoboro will preach as
a candidate at Union Church Sunday.
Union Church Sunday school' will
be held Sunday after an enforced
vacation.
Miss Beulah Gilchrist has returned
from a two weeks' vacation in Wor
cester.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifleld of
Rockland have been In town a few
days this week.
The American Legion will present
two pictures on Armistice Day at
Memorial hall.
In the afternoon,
Jackie Coogan will be seen, and at
the evening performance Norma Talmadge will be featured In Kiki. A
dance will follow music by “The
Fakirs." A dressed doll will be dis
posed of.

Todav is your last opportunity to
see Pola Negri in "The Woman On
Trial."
If there’s one adjective In the dic
tionary that adequately describes
Douglas MacLean’s latest comedy
“Soft Cushions" which will be shown
Friday and Saturday it Is the word
“new." There’s a story from the pen
of the late Geo-ge Randolph Chester
that is refreshingly “new," there’s an
entirely different characterization by
the star that is distinctly "new,"
there’s Sue Carol in the leading fem
inine role who is so new that she
never faced a camera before and the
entire comedy is oriental In setting
and characters—something entirely
"new" in motion picture making.
In addition there is “The Co-ward"
featuring Warner Baxter.—adv.

WAS VETERAN LIGHTKEEPER

William T. Holbrook, 83, Civil
War veteran and for 38 years a
lighthouse keeper along the Maine
coast, died in Portland Tuesday.
During his years in the government
service he had been attached to sev
eral stations. Halfway Rock, Bass
Harbor, Head Light, Burnt Island
Light and for the ten years pre
vious to his retirement in 1919 was
stationed at the Portland Breakwa
ter Light at the entrance to the har
bor. He was born in Newcastle, N.
H., and served in the Fifteenth New
Hampshire Infantry in the Civil
War.

Miss Clemmie Robbins attended
the Rebekah convention in Portland
last week
. Mrs. Lydia Leigher is critically ill.
Mrs. Electa Lucas' many friends
will be pleased to know she has re- !
turned from the hospital in Boston
and is gaining slowly.
Leroy Luce has moved Into the
Roscoe Miller house.
H. L. Robbins spent the weekend
with friends in Portland.
Several of the teachers attended
th» convention at Portland last week. 1
Wilford J. Brvant left Friday for I
West Pownal where he has employ
ment for the winter at the State !
School.
Several from this plaee attended j
the Edgecomb auction Saturday In
Appleton.
Mrs. Alma LaMont of Waldoboro
is caring for Mrs. Leigher.
Charles Heath and Bda Soyward
are visiting relatives and friends in
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Henry Ames is at the Dea
coness’ Hospital. Boston where she
was operated on for goiter.
Mr.
Ames went to Boston last week to
be near during her illness and re
ports that she is yet very weak but
doing as well as could be expected.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hatch of Wash
ington Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames,
and Miss Grace Walker of Warren,
C. W. Blake of East Sebago, Ervin
Pinkham of Nobleboro and N. B.
Russell of Freedom have been guests
of Mrs. Bertha Bryant the past week.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Orff are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son. Oct. 31.
Miss Alice Winchenhach returned
Sunday from Union where she has
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. R. M.
Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Crosby of
Windsor were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Laforest Mank.
Mrs. Isa Teague and family and
Miss Florence Overlook of Warren
were at E. D. Mank's Sunday.
'
Llewellyn
Mank
and
Herman
Mank have gone to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll, Miss
Alice Winchenhach and Mr. and Mis.
I W. F. Teague were Sunday guests
i of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peabody at
I Warren.
Pearl Whitehouse has had his
house wired for electric lights.
Fred Oliver of East Weymouth,
j and Mrs. H L. Miller of Everett.
I Mass., have been visiting relatives
in this place.
Florence Shuman of Waldoboro
spent Tuesday at her home.
E. G. Miller has a new Ford sedan.
Maple grange will hold its annual
fair Nov. 3. A chicken supper will
be served and various articles will
h? on sale during the evening.

CLOVERDALE
Seasonable Food
sSj S P E C 1
LS

______ _________ ___________________________________ z
October Jlst to November 5th

JELL-O

pm.

Prunes Clara
*~rr
Quaker Oats 3 *$ . 25;
Spaghetti
2—2S°
Macaroni .ysssi 4’>p29
Fig Bars Baked 2 ~ 23
Pie Filling
»1O
Rinso "JVo
p|jg 19
i

Aspirin Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Sallcyllcacid

Rubbing — Just Rinse"

Palmolive Soap

3 •“•■19

You'll Appreciate that Won tierIul Flavor of Rex Coffee

The Cloverdale C°.
LOWEST PRICES Consistent with QUALITY
W MAIN blKbfcT
It) CAMDbN blKbbl'
Warren, Camden, Waldoboro
Other Stores Throughout New England

Liver

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE
Doughnuts Are Best
If you would be well and full of energy,
keep the liver vigorous so it will throw
off body impurities. Take this timetried remedy:'“L. F.” Atwood’s Medi
cine. Economy remedy, 50c and 15c.
Made and Guaranteed by
L. F. MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Maine

TRAINER’S
Foot of Spring St.

.•<v

PROTECTION
Adalnsi Adntnsf Arfalnsi

.

Decay

lire

Burglary

Once your house is properly
painted it is insured against do*
cay. Decay is just as destructive
as fire.
Paint, to serve its real purpose, must protect
—a pleasing effect is only a by-product Buy
your nouse paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality

as well aa color.

Made for one purpose

Benefit Supper a Success
Friday afternoon from 5.30 to 7.30
was the supper in the Grange hall
for the benefit of the ParentlTeacher
Association. Beans baked In the
ground proved a great drawing card
and although the weather man did
his worst a good crowd attended and
$3S was netted for the cause. The
chairman, Mrs. A. F. Sleeper wishes
to express her appreciation for the
kindness of L. B. Smith In baking
the beans, which meant no small ef
fort, to Charles Davis (or collecting
food and assisting at the hall; to the
ladies who worked diligently at the
hall and those who contributed food
so generously and willingly, and to
the people from both South Thomas
ton and iRockland who patronized
the supper. Last hut certainly not
least to Marion Watts and Mary
Sleeper who did all of the soliciting
for this supper ns well as a good part
of that done several other times this
season.
The masque ball in the
evening as usual was a Joyful occa
sion and very well attended, netting
$21 for the Grange. Many regrets
were expressed that this was the last
dance for the season. As Kirk's
orchestra has another engagement for
Friday nights from now on it seemed
best to discontinue the dances which
have been very successful both finan
cially and otherwise.

—to promote pleasure
Camel is attuned to the mood

of the smoker who seeks plea*
sures rather than panaceas.
f

.

Offered as a cheer not as a cure.

DRESSED CALVES

SWP

* *5.

LIVE AND DRESSED

(5harwln-Wniiaiii> Hossa Mat)
has In It the staying, weather-resisting properties that
give a house protection. It has wonderful. covering
power, it hol3s its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements: it insures value in your propertyi it insures
beauty and distinction.
There is a special Sherwin-Williame product for every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tone
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, eto.
Tell us what you want to paint and we will sell you the
beet for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints S-Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER CO.

POULTRY

EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
If all cigarettes were as good as Camel
you wouldn't hear anything about
special treatments to make cigarettes
good for the throat. Nothing takes the
place of choice tobaccos.

PROMPT RETURNS

T.H.WHEELERCO.
A RELIABLE
COMMISSION HOUSE

93-101 Clinton St.

Contractors
453 MAIN ST.

TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

BOSTON

eCompany.
1M7, A 1. ManmU. ToUtM
Whmoa Will, N. C.

i

heinz

SPIRIN

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it does NOT affect the heart

7*

’ <

ALL FLAVORS

Rockland

80-tf

Every-Other-Day
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Wilson as grand chaplain. The fol cast: Richard Tate, Esq., a rising
For Sale
lowing officers were installed: W. M., young lawyer, Russell Thurston;
FOR SALE—Twenty-five ft. power boat^
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wright who Earl P. Grant; S. W.. Robert Greg Francis Felton, the cause of all the
Advertisements in this column not to ex
AT
have been guests «f Mrs Wright’s ory; J. W’„ Frederick Richards; trouble, Burt Stevenson: Dora Hale, ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, with Ford engine. all In good running order.
Misses Alice and Hilda George
times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 Price $65. QHARLEH HENDERSON, Thom
brother L. E. Upham left Tuesday treasurer. Wor. Charles Jenkins: very much attached to the ’’Cause." 3cents
went to Boston Wednesday where
132-li34
each for one time. 10 cents for three aston, >Me.
Mrs.
Edna
Robbins;
Alice
Malcolm,
fi» their home in Detroit. Mich.
they will remain for an indefinite
times. Six words make a line. secretary Edwin H. Bowers; chap
FOR SALE—Upright piano ln good con
a
close
chum
of
Dora's,
Mrs.
Beu

time.
dition. 7 PINE ST., Thomaston. Tel. 202-11.
Arthur St. Clair Cleveland of lain. Rev. James L. Wilson; marshal,
________________________________132*134
The World Wide Guild will meet at
Houlton was the weekend guest of Wor. J. Carleton Davis; S. D„ Law lah Richardson; Mrs. Sarah Ann
Lost and Found
Mullen,
a
womain
of
few
words
from
the feaptist vestry next Monday even
FOR SALE—Two sitting room stoves, No.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. St. Clair.
rence H. Richards; J. I)., Guy Annis;
LOST (Hound, black and white, with brown 22 Clarion and Klneo Grand. Burn wood. •
ing.
The Johnson Society will serve a S. S. Douglas Bisbee; J. S„ Earl Da Happy Valley, Mrs. Elizabeth Libby; spots.
MAiDOLIN HOPKIWH, 252 Uiueru-k LUCY SIMMONS, Union, Me. Tel. 10-21.
Mrs. William J. Tobey is visiting in
baked bean and casserole supper at vis; tyler, Fred A. Kellar.. Excel Simon Felton. Frank’s uncle who St. Tel. 491-R.
.
132*134
132-134
Boston.
the Methodist vestry next Wednes lent music was furnished by Deane's never makes a mistake. Robert Greg
LOST—Number plate, (No. 121,470.
Tel.
FOR SALE—Small coal stove, used very
ory;
Philander
Filmore,
more
humble
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons and
day evening The proceeds will be orchestra of Camden. Other pleas
261-M. NELSON SABIN, 43 James St., City. little, .lust the thing for one or two rooms.
132-lt Price reasonable. Inquire at 8 'FULTON ST.,
daughter Mildred have returned from
used to purchase fuel for the church. ing numbers on the program were but wise, Lloyd Rhodes; Timothy
Have,
gardener
at
Happy
Valley
Boston where they spent a few days
LOST—Will the person who was seen taking City.
Loring Philbrook is at home from readings by Mrs. Elizabeth Libby
man
’
s
jacket
from
the
Chapin
dance
at
Junction.
Elmer
Crockett;
Silas
FDR SALE—Good all around horse, one of
at Hotel Static •. They also visited
Virginia after an absence of several and solos by Miss Ragnhlld Heistad.
Temple hall Monday evening, kindly return 8. H. Doe’s colts, price >150. Call at 3
H. B. Kider in Edgewood, R. I.
months and is the guest of his par accompanied by Mrs. Edith Buzzell. Sicklemopre. constable at Happy to CEDRIC FRKNCH, 526 Main St. 131-133 ADAMS ST.______________ __________ 132*134 4
Mrs. John E. Walker and Mrs. C.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Phil Charles King the retiring Master of Valley, Wiley Philbrook. Mrs. Leola
LOST—Between Metlnic Island and the
FOR SAL£ OR TO LET—Pool room, two^
H. Washburn left Wednesday for
brook.
the Lodge was presented with a past Mann is directing the play which is main a string of decoys. EUGENE RACK- tables, bestuocatlon in town, low rent, will
Boston and will beat the Bellevue for
Dr. C. W. Steward was the recent master’s jewel, by L. True Spear, a comedy with a laugh all the way LIFF, Spruce Head.__________________ 131-133 sell or let It outright or let It on shares. 8.
through and will undoubtedly be en
Phone 238-11 Camden.
the remainder of the week.
FOUND—Gold watch.
Owner can have B. HASKELL.
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Mary S. ]Iwho
was chosen to make the presen
’
132-134
by calling at This OFFICE, proving property
Miss Isabel Bridges of Isle au Hunt
Heath in Waterville.
tatlon speech aqd performed his du joyed by a large number.
FOR ^ALE—Oxford Down rams. Tel. 744
and
paying
advertising
charges.
131-133
was the weekend guest of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rhodes ties admirably. Mr. King responded
Rockland or 83 Thomaston. H. B. CRIE.
Mrs. C. D. Hamilton on her return
Jr., are spending a week In Boston feelingly and expressed his willing
Tlxunaston.
*
132*134
from the teachers’ ronvention at
ness to continue to serve tlie Lodge
ar.d vicinity.
Wanted
FOR SALE- Farm truck wagon and surry.
Portland.
Mrs.
Sherman Weed returned in whatever capacity he was able
W.
D.
HOLBROOK,
22
Camden
St.
Tel.
WANTED-Work of any kind by young maw,
639AV. -_______ ________________
132*14
L. H. Dunn and family motored to
Monday from a ten days’ visit with W. M.. Earl P. Grant thanked all
experienced driver. HAMLIN, 55 Gay St.
Portland and return Wednesday.
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood. $14 ; elefted’
her daughter Mrs. Marshall E. Reed who had assisted in making the In- j
Tel. 273-J.
132*134
Miss Eloise Pendleton was the
^tallation a success. Remarks werin Roxbury, Me,
WANTED—Furnished room Rockland or wood. $10; Junks, $12. M. LOHMAN. Rock
ville, Me. Tel. 263-11. Call between 5 and 7
guest of Miss Harriet Burgess Wed
Thonwton.
Write details, and price to
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Viles and Mr. made by Past Master Earl Dow. Re- t
THAT PLEASE
evenings.
______________
131*136
nesday.
and Mrs. Percy Renier of Madison’ freshments were served in the ban- i We pay top market quota CHARLES BAKER, Box 174 Thomaston.132*11
FOR SALE—Fish-salted cod and hake,
Dr. 1. E. Luce who has been ill since
quet
hall
and
a
social
hour
was
en

were guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. R.
price reasonable. JAMES BRAY, Owl’s Head.
NARRAGAtVaWTT Phone J83-2.________________________ 1^2*134
WANTED—Clerk
at
Easter is making progress toward
joyed with music by Deane's orches
Viles recently.
tions. Try us.
132-tf
HOTEL.
better health and is looking forward to f
Please palate and purse by purchasing Meats at
~ FOR SALE- Small and medium size wooden F
Charles F. Ingraham left Tuesday tra.
WANTED—At once salesman on full or
boxes.
D. L. MeCARTY, Reg. druggist.
resuming business again and assures
morning with Wilkes Hodgkins who
Friday, Nov. 4. is the date of the
part time. Experience unnecessary. W’e as
Hanley
’
s.
Let
pur
butcher
slice
you
off
a
luscious
131*133
those customers who have unfinished
sist you in getting started. We make a spe Rank in b oc k.___________________
is to enter Sailors' Snug Harbor, fair td be held at Masonic Hall dur- j
FOR SALE—Baby stroller, very good con
cialty of furnishing protection against loss
work in his hands that he will com
piece of juicy steak or provide you with a delect
Staten Island, N. V. Mr. Ingraham Ink the afternoon and the play "His I
of earning power, paying benefits or salary dition, also boy’s overcoat, 7 year size, like
plete it as soon as he recovers. The
will visit friends in Boston and vi Uncle’s Niece ’ presented at the
extension ln case of disability. Write to or new. MRS W. 8. CROSS. Tel. 1043 R.
able chop.
correspondent was pleased to find Dr.
131*133
cinity before returning.
see RILEY F. STROUT. District manager
NORTH WALDOBORO, ME.
Town Hal! in the evening by the
Bui
445 Rot-kladd.
132-134
Luce looking so well. tHe was in bed
Mrs. George Shallou and sons, Blue Star players with the following
FOR SALE- Ten tons of winter cabbage,
132-133
but able to be reading The CourierWANTED—-Furnished apartment or house lc per lb.; ltyc delivered home if order Is
Harold and Lee who have been guests
JOHN KEINANEN, R.
of 3 or 4 rooms. Tel. 733-tM. R. FERRANTO. 500 lbs. or more.
Gazette, which shows he bus not lost
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
130*133.
34 Fulton St.
132*134 F. D. 1. Box 102, Warren, Me.
interest in current events.
Marshall, returned Saturday to Port,
FOR SALE—Essex coach. 1926, In extra
WANTED—Table girl, at the THORNDIKE
Mrs. Henry B. Bryant went to
land accompanied by Mr. Shallou and
HOTEL.
131-tf good condition, price $335. Call SAUNDERS,
Portland Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter who motored
40 Elm St., Camden.______________130*132
WANTED—Practical nurse would like po
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbert at
here for a brief visit.
FOR SALE—Potatoes, beets, turnips and
sition. MRS A. B. CONIC, Warren, Me.
tended the Halloween party at the
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Flanders of
131*133 several kinds of apples. Russets for cooking
home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merry.
Searsport, formerly of Rockport,
WANTED—Bookkeeper would like position. »"•'
m to
ton years experience, can do shorthand and I '•* "J “J ‘
CONANT A SON South
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Keen of Portland
were calling on friends In town Tues
typewriting,
beat
of
references,
will
go
out
of
P
r,
‘
“
’
1
•
UONA-VI
*
sox,
souvn
and Mrs. Andrews and daughter of
day.
town. Address BOOKKEEPER, 298 Ohio St.. Hll'l<?-_________________________________
Tenant's Harbor spent a day with
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Spear was the
Bangor, Me.
131*133 FOR SALE -Glenwood parlor stove as good
Mrs. A. O. Keen recently.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Payson
-----------------------------------------------------------------------OLIVE KE1EER. Tel. Thomsston
WANTED—Lady rvomers. front room. Tel. J
130-132
Mrs. Susie Newbert was some sur
in Rockland Tuesday.
1009-R.
130*132 i:
prised the other evening upon open
FOR SALE—R. I. R. pullets, $2 »»eh. W.Mr and Mrs. L. H. Morrill and
WANTED—To buy, ton truck, exceptional
ing her outside door to find a num
value, fair condition. Not over $100. J. C. A . PAUL, Ruckport. Tel. Camden 2U4 6
Harold Buzzell motored to Farming129*134
HARMON, Rockland, T. & H. Wharf
ber of friends gathered there. They
ton Sunday where they were guests
130*132
FOR SALE Roasting chickens. 3 to 4 lbs..
promptly accepted the invitation to
of Miss Gwendolyn Morrill who is a
WANTED—Girl to kitchen work.
MRS. 3
enter and a very pleasant evening
student at the Normal School.
MARY BURKETT, 75 Bruad St. Tel. 669 M. i
129-134
was enjoyed.
Miss Hortense Bohndell returned
129-tf i
News lias been received of the
Monday from a brief visit with her
FOR SALE 1927 Light Six Nash coach.
[(■client condition. Driven only 6.000 miles.
death of John Sinex of Philadelphia,
sister Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester in
Bargain for cash.
Tel.
To Let
5 >w spare tire.
a summer .Resident of Thomaston.
Quincy, Mass.
lion 18-11. H. E. rAVSON. East Union.
His death is regretted by all who
John Emlo has gone to Connecti
129*134
TO LET—Two rooms for light housekeeping,
knew him. Mr. Sinex always showed
or roomers, with bath and all Improvements. “ FOR SALE—Two hundred mere S. C. B I.
cut where he will make his home
An opportunity to convince you that we
Call 312 M. 37 WILLOW ST.
131*133 K
much interest In Thomaston matters,
pullets, ready to lay.
MAI’LECREST
with his daughter, Mrs. Chester 1
TO LET—Saddle horse for his keep through F 1RM, Union road. Warren, Me. Tel. 6-31.
and his gift of a beautiful flag to the
Leach.
serve
you
best
when
it
comes
to
supplying
128*133
the
winter,
DORIS
SMALL,
Crescent
Beach.
local company of the Coast Guard
Charles Veazie, Jacob Newbert and ,
Tel. 425-6.
130-132 “ FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as the .
was an evidence of that interest. He
Fred Miller are in Searsmont this
..
r
__
... .1.
H
_
___
412.
’
your wants for coal—that we give you the
TO LET—Tenement on Linden St. with L
w ill be very much missed.
week on a gunning trip.
THOMASTON
garage, alectrlc lights and bath. No children, n
The High School pupils were pho
Mrs. Benjamin P. Wooster has re- ,
JAMES FISKE. 64 Mechanic St.
130-tf t
most prompt deliveries and that our coal is
tographed yesterday by Lewiston
turned from a few days' visit with
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment. Inquire
parties.
at 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
126-tf ,
her son. I)r. Ralph Wooster in Ban
the best.
The seniors will have a social Fri
house.
HASKELL A
gor
TO LET^-Tenement over Kennedy's stove st r
Tel. 238-11.
123,tf
the Brook.^entrance from rear. Inquire P. L. C
day in the gym at 7.30 o’clock.
it seems most fitting that it should be
Mrs. Katherine Simmons of Rock
THE
CORNER
STONE
HAVENER.
Tel.
792.
117
tf
“
FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half mile
Usual prices and punch.
called after the name of her father. land was the guest of Mrs. C. W.
One trial is sufficient to convince you.
TO LET—Store «t 19 Tillson Are. ApplJ f om Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of hay;
Mrs. John H. Harding (Gladys
The citizens of Warren are greatly Robarts Tuesday.
to UEORGE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4-W. 118 tf 1 rge barn and garage, nearly new. Wood
Long) will leave this week for Van Warren Public Library Build blessed by and truly appreciative of
Mrs. P. C. Shannon of Washington,
id lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Pond, lot
Buren.
' big oak and pine and a lot of ha^d wood,
this splendid gift.”
D. C., is spending a few days in
ing Started With Proper Mr. Mathews said: "It is with town.
Miscellaneous
s mie nice cottage lots on this land. HASKWhy not let us have your order today?
Sunday services at the Baptist
LL & CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
Church: 9.4-5 a. m., Sunday school;
pleasure and satisfaction that I am
Mrs. Charles Veazie and daughter
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given of the loss
125-tf
Ceremonies.
of deposit book numbered 31321 and the at 11 sermon, “In Touch With God,”
able to witness the laying of this Mary were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE— Ready made poultry farm, two
owner of said book asks for duplicate in acsecond in the series; 7 p. m., address
corner stone. It is the beginning of Maynard Ingraham Tuesday at 6
co?dance with the provision of the State " lies from Rockport village; five acres; nice
Simple yet impressive ceremonies the library that Uncle Moses had o'clock dinner.
)use, barn and hen house; 50 hens, one
by Leslie Packard.
Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. A. B.
Blacklngton, Ass t Treas. Rockland, Me., Oct. J
held at 12.45 o'clock Tuesday marked always dreamed of having completed,
The installation of officers of St.
20. 1927.
126*Th-132 ’
Special at the A. & P. store Thurs the laying of the corner stone for the and which will be, in the near future. Paul’s Lodge A. F. & A. M. was held
HASKELL & CORTHELL. Tel.
FOOT EXPERT—Fallen arches, corns, bunlen.
125-tf
day. Friday and Saturday, ten pounds
Monday evening and witnessed by a
M. R. Mathew-s Memorial Library- at It represents all that he held most
Ions, all foot troubles corrected. Advice free.
sugar for 61 cents.
132-133
dear to his heart, the love for the large number of members and in
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, stove length,
Feet measured—shoes to fit any foot. THE
Warren.
Opening remarks were
1 per cord in Rockland; $7 ln Tt^nnaton
town of Warren. He cherished it as vited guests. The installing officer
QUALITY SHOE STORE, next to bank (open
made by Hon. George W. Wfelker,
id $6 in Warren. Also first oual»‘< fitted
evenings), Waldoboro, Me.
131*133
he would a friend and was interested was Rt. Wor. Brother J. A. Richan
WARREN
ird wood or junks. L. C. PACKAfM, Warpresident of the Library Association
in its affairs to the last. Frances was of Rockland, who performed the
NOTICE—I hereby give notice that I wllll
in. Me.
nfi-tf
Maurice Watts, Charles Watts, Prayer was offered .by Rev. H. M.
Tel.
487
not
be
responsible
for
any
debts
incurred
by
519
Main
street
equally interested in a library. Books ceremony in a most impressive man
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted for stove or
Malcolm Watts, Lloyd Pendleton and Purrington of the Baptist Church,
my wife, Cora Clfter who has left my bed
were her companions and she wished ner. He was assisted by Rt. Wor:
irnace.
HAROLD PEASE, Warren, Me.
and board. EARL DOUGLAS CARTER. Oct.
Edward Davis left Saturday on a followed by a brief address by Rev. C.
el. 10 21.
124*135
to pass them on for others to enjoy Brother Frank A. Peterson-as grand
28, 1927.
130*132
gunning trip in the region north of D. Paul of the Congregational Church.
FOR
SALE
—Good furnace wood Is our spaand give pleasure to the community. marshal and Rev. Brother /atnes L.
Bi
REFINISHING
CARS
by
spray
system,
any
Moosehead Lake.
The ceremony of laying the stone was
alty, $14 00 delivered. RALPH P. CONANT
For this reason he left this memorial
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS A SON, Me; SON.
123-tf
Rev. H. M.( Purring-ton will speak by F. E. Mathews, and benediction
* Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
130*132-tf
to his town. The family will enjoy
Sunday morning on the theme, "In was pronounced by Mr. Purrington.
FOR SALE—Used dining room suites; good
NOTICE—We are again ready to take orders
watching the erection of tlie build
mditlon.
C.
A.
EMBRY.
28
Pacific
St.
Remembrance.”
Communion will
President Walker sai(T: “It is a ing. as it is the carrying out of Ills
for-finest quality mincemeat, $1.25 gal; 40c
el. 518-M or 436-M.
123-tf
per qt. in returnable jars.
RALPH P.
follow. A union service will be held pleasant duty that has called us jiere
wishes. ”
CONANT A SON, Scuth Hope. Tel. Rockland
FOR SALE—75 pair of steel arch supports
at the Congregational church in the today to witness the laying of the
67-M.
130-tf
milar to the $3.00 kind for $1.00. MvLAIN
evening. Rev. H. M. Purrington corner‘stone of the M. R. Mathews
HOE
STORE.
120-tf
TRUCKING AND JOBBING of all kinds.
BURKETTVILLE
speaking on “The Golden Rule.”
Memorial Library Building. Every
Go any where night o.- day. R. W. J WELL.
FOR SALE—A pretty home and St ~ mod-J
At tlie Congregational Church one present must rejoice at the build
Glencove. Tel. 133.
129*134
Mrs. Addie Robbins and grand
3 years.
Sunday morning Rev. C. D. Paul will ing of this beautiful structure, which
PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solves
your problems. Tells you how to be suc<*sshove a message suitable for Armis will mean so much to the people of daughter have moved to Appleton
•. Tel.
ful. Give advice on all affairs of life—love
tice Day. Communion follows thc Warren. Every rock and stone in Ridge at the home • of Maynard
14-M.
114-tL
courtship, marriage, health, business.
A
service.
this building will testify to our pride Brown.
proper solution of your affairs may be the
FOR SALE—Place on west side of Maple
George Stevens, John Sidenspark- in this most generous gift of Miss
Chester Hannon. Fess Hannan and
turning point in your life. Readings $1.00 Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomsston,
President of the Metropolitan Life
to ladles. Hours 11 a. m. to 5 p. m. 27 good State road, bu'ldlngs in good repair, 21
er, Charles Robinson and William Eva Frances Mathews, in honor of ’ercy Turner left Sunday on a hunt
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.
130*132 acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B.
Dobbin who have been doing carpen her father, the Honorable Moses R. ing trip.
insurance Company
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE FILLMORE, 85 Park St.. Rockland.
Mrs. Benjamin Brown and children
ter work in Nobleboro this fall were Mathews.”
llO*tf
PORTER 1, for aaie at J. F. CARVERS,
unfortunate enough to lose a large
Rev. Mr. Paul said: "Previous to have returned to New York.
Rockland.
I32*tf
“There can be no doubt that light and
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Much sympathy is expressed for
part of their tools through theft. A the year 1900 the library facilities of
MAIL ORDERS—Ladies' silk and wool hose, the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall
power distribution is a most important
very real loss, too, in these days of the citizens of Warren were limited Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Miller in the
very pretty shades, silver and black, beaver orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 118-tf
and tan, grain, gray, beige and dark tan.
hitfh priced tools.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
to private circulation of books by- loss of their infant daughter.
element in our life, in the community, in
Send $1.00 for 1 pair, $1.85 for 2 pair. and estates; up-to-date property, ln the gar
Warren Porter and Clifford PorHarry Conant received a badly various individuals. Realizing the
RAWLEY
’
S
HOSIERY
SHOP.
12
High
St.,
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
Write
the neighborhood, in the household. The
broken arm Monday when the Reo need of a public1 library the follow ar have gone to Massachusetts for
Rockland. Ma.
115*tf us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
truck which he drives for Charles ing individuals—J. L. DeMott, George thc winter.
fast. Maine.
118-tf
ownership of the electric light and power
A dance was held at the Grange
Startett skidded badly ln loose S. Chase, E. R. Stearns, Maude F.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
FOR SALE—Eight room bouae at 12$
companies is now in the hands of more
Whereas Edward O. Gregory, of Seattle, in Rankin 8t. with 10 acres of land and two
gravel on Willow Hill, near Oyster Mathews, Bernice R. Vaughn, E. E. hall Wednesday night with music by
the County of King and State of Washing barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. TeL 43-M.
River.
Jameson, H. W. Vaughn and others— Union High School orchestra.
than 2,000,000 direct investors in public
ton, by his mortgage deed, dated July twenty
<7*tf
Mrs. Myra Calph has moved into
The silent policeman at Hanley’s petitioned for a warrant to call a
nine, A. D. 1825, and recorded In book 2041
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
soft
fitted
slabs,
utility
stocks,
and
indirectly,
in
the
hands
page
66,
In
the
Knox
County
Registry
of
Corner was somewhat jarred Sunday meeting to organize a Library Asso the Maddocks’ rent.
Deeds, conveyed to me, the undersigned, B. hard wood, also lumber. T. J. C/dtROLL.
Sidney Maddocks of Massachusetts
afternoon when Rockland parties ln ciation. On July 23, 1900, this meet
of
millions
more
of
bank
depositors
and
Stanley Gregory, of Rockport, in the County Tel. 263 21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston. 118-tf
a Ford roadster failed to keep their ing was held, and an association was has been visiting ills family.
of Knox and State of Maine, the following
PETITION
holders of life insurance policies through
distance.
Charles Grinnell and
Howard
described real estate, situated in said Rock To the Municipal Officers of the City of Rock
organized under the name of the
port,
to
wit:
—
land,
Maine
:
Mrs. Delia Robinson who has been Warren Pdblic Library Association. Thurston were in Portland Monday.
their ownership of public utility bonds.
1. A certain lot or parcel of land, situated
Respectfully Represents Raymond E. Thurs
A Halloween entertainment given
spending the past week as guest of A constitution was proposed and
at Glen Cove and bounded and described as ton. of Rockland aforesaid, that he is the
This
is people’s ownership under public
her daughter Mrs. Forrest Spear has adopted. The following officers were by the schools was held at Grange
follows: Beginning at an iron bolt In the owner of tlie Caae wharf so called near Winter
W’esterly line of Warrenton Street, which said Street in said Rockland and that it is essential
returned home.
elected for that year: President, Rev. hall Monday evening. Home made
regulation.”*
bolt marks the northern comer of lot of land to the development of said property that
Beatrice Haskell is boarding with J. L. DeMott; vice president, Rev. candy and pop corn were on sale and
deeded by said Charles J. Gregory to Rose £. said wharf should be extended out Into
Miss Clara Hosmer for a few weeks. G. S. Chase; secretary, Mrs. Maude realized quite a little sum for the
Barrows, by deed dated Aug. 14, 1911, and Rockland Harbor to the Harbor line, as set
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, Yol. 157, forth in detail In chart hereto attach'd and
Miss Julia Libby of Thomaston F. Mathews; treasurer, Rev. E. IR. school league.
INCE
Mr.
Fiske's
state

the
electric
power
companies
page
133; thence southwesterly by said Bar
made a part of this petition.
Herbert Esancy has sold ills farm
spent the past week in town with Stearns.
rows line two hundred and eighty-two (232)
Wherefore he praya that he may be per
relatives and friends.
because
of
the
high
sense
of
"During the next three years the to Robert Esancy. and has bought
feet,
more
or
less,
to
an
Iron
bolt
which
mitted and licensed to extend said wharf,
ment was made, the number
marks the westerly corner of the said Bar
Among those attending the teach association was busy rajsing money a farm in China.
as aforesaid.
M
responsibility developed by
rows lot; thence northwesterly one hundred
RAniOND E. THUHSTON.
Philip Maddocks had the misfor
ers’ conventien in Portland last week and securing books. A most notable
of
investors
in
electric
power
ninety (198) feet by the northeasterly line of
NOTICE
were Mr. and Mrs. George Martin gift during this time was the sum tune to break his arm -wttlle at)
these companies in their deal
land deeded by said Charles J. Gregory to City of Rockland, Maine. In City Council.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis, Mrs of $1500 given by Hon. M. R. school last week.
said Rose E. Barrows, by deed recorded in
November 1, 1927.
companies
has
grown
to
over
ings with the public.
Knox Registry of Deeds, Vol. 154, page 137
Upon the foregoing petition, it Is ordered
Thomas
Matthews,
Mrs.
Henry Mathews, at the annual town meeting
to an iron bolt In said line; thence north that notice thereof be given by publishing a
Trone and Miss Mildred Waltz.
of March 2, 1903. (With this gift and
easterly two hundred elghty-flve (285) feel, copy of said petition and this order thereon
three million.
Operated under the American
Ernest L. Starrett has had a radio others plans were perfected to secure
mo~e or less, ln a straight line to an Iron in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed
bolt In the westerly line of said W’arrenton in the city of Rockland, Maine and that
installed in his residence.
a library room in the Knights of
principle of individual initia
Street; thence southeasterly by line of War
a hearing thereon be given at the City Council
It is estimated that during
Mrs. Elizabeth Mank of Waldoboro Py thias hall. Early in the foflojving
renton Street one hundred twenty-nine and Room on the seventh day of November, A. D.
tive, and directed by a per
is spending the winter here as guest year, 1904, the library was opened to
one-half (129%) feet to iron bolt at the point 1927, at 7.30 o’clock p. m., at which time
1926, nearly four hundred
of beginning.
and place residents and owners of property
of Mr .and Mrs. A. L. Oliver. Mrs the public.
sonnel of tested integrity and
2. One undivided half of a certain lot or that may be affected by the granting of the
Mank is in her ninety-third year.
"The next step in the history ot
parcel
of
land,
situated
at
said
Glen
Cove,
permit applied for, and all other persons in
thousand
customers
bought
public-mindedness, these com
Mrs. -Willard Hall who has been in Warren public library was its in
together with one undivided half of the cot
terested. shall have full opportunity to show
tage
on
said
lot,
and
bounded
and
described
South Thomaston nursing the past corporation as s. legal organization
over three million shares in
cause why such permit should not be granted,
panies have so definitely iden
as follows: Baginning on Commercial street the last publication of said notice to be at
four weeks has returned home,
On Feb. 1, 1917, G. D. Gould, -E. E.
at
a
stake
and
stones,
at
the
wall
or
north
the electric power companies
least three (3) days before said hearing.
tified themselves with the in
Mrs. Ella Davis has bad as her Burgess, Eva F. Mathews, Robert
west corner of the land, conveyed by John
By Order of the City Council.
guest the past week her niece Nina Walker, G. W. 'Wlalker, M. iR.
Rosa to my grandfather, Robert Gregory, by
serving them. All told, over
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
terest of the public, that the
deed dated August eleventh, 1869, and re Attest:
*
E. R. KEENE.
and son Henry of Vinalhaven.
Mathews and N. B. Eastman pecorded in the Knox County Registry of 132-It
thirteen and a half million
City Clerk.
structure of America’s pros
(Ivy Chapter, O. E. S., will observe titioned to be incorporated a Public
Deeds, In book 22, page 517 ; thence by the
past matron and patrons night Fri- Library Association. The Warrant
fence or dividing line mentioned In said deed
shares of stock have been pur
STATE OF MAINE
perity and progress rests to a
about eighty rods, more or less, to the shore
“day. (tomorrow). The past officers was Issued Feb. 1, 1917, and the asso
Treasurer’s Office,
chased by the customers of
of Clam Cove, then so called, now called Glen
Augusta. Maine, November 1, 1927.
large degree upon their serv
will occupy the chairs. There will elation was incorporated June 5, 1917
Cove, at low water mark; thence on said
Pursuant to Chap. 10, Sec. 46 of the Revised
be an entertainment and refresh under the title of the Warren Free
these companies. These own
shore, southwesterly, to land formerly of Statutes, I ahall sell and cQhvey by deed to
ice.
Jacob Ross, now of Humphrey; thence north the highest bidder, at the Treasurer or Stated
ments after the meeting.
Public Library
ers are found in every walk of
westerly on line of said Jacob Ross land, now Office, at Augusta, on the 29th $ay <jf
“In 1927 the Warren Free Public
America’s unequalled level of
of 'Humphrey, to said Commercial street
November Inst., at 11 o’clock A. M., all the »
life.
Two
companies
alone
thence
bn sajd Commercial Street, north
Library
received
from
a
bequest
of
Interest of the State ln the tracts <?f land
CUSHING
comfort
and
prosperity,
made
easterly, to the first bounds. Reserving and hereinafter described, lying in unincoxporatql
the
late
E.
F.
Mathews
the
sum
of
A good time was enjoyed Mondayreport nearly fourteen thou
excepting, however, two certain lots or par townships, said tracts having been for
possible through cheap, abun
cels of land conveyed by Elmira Gregory feited to the State for non-payment of 8tat«,
night at the Halloween supper and $30,000 for the erection and main
sand customer stockholders,
Charles Gregory and Robert Gregory to B
County and Forestry District taxes, certlflf
entertainment given by tlie pupils tenance of a library building to be
dant power, developed under
Gregory, Parks Buker and William Black to tlie Treasurer of State for the year 192
known
as
the
M.
R.
Mathews
Me

of Miss Catherine Killeran and Miss
representing 269 separate oc
lngton. as trustees of the Mutual Benefit The sale and conveyance of each tract
morial
Library.
Ten
thousand
dol

the American principle of in
Kathleen Haskell in Town hall
y’«»Ay
made subject to a right in the owner or
cupations.
vember 30. 1888, and January 20, 1890, reowner whose rights have been IwfettgC
forfeUgd.
Many thanks are extended to the lars was for the up-keep, and $20,000
dividual initiative, is the best
corded in book 79, page 461 and book 81, to redeem the same at any time within one
From
steam-heated
Pufimans
to
icy
for
the
building.
Through
the
efforts
Ladies Aid, who helped to clear $19
page 167, In said Registry of Deeds, to which year after the sale, by paying or tenderhig
of Hon. G. W. Walker, the president blasts on platforms: no wonder con
of reasons why that principle
The movement toward cus
deeds and the record thereof reference may to the purchaser his portion of what the putbe had for a more particular description of chaser paid therefor at the sale with intereit
iFcsieral warehousing is improving of the Warren Free Public Library ductors catch cold ! But the wise ones
should
be
preserved
and
per

tomer
ownership
of
industry
the premises reserved and excepted herefrom. at the rate of twenty per cent per annum, front
farm credits, Department of Agri the Georges River Mills presented to are rid of colds almost atf easy as they
And whereas the condition of said mort the time of the sale, and one dollar for re
petuated.
finds its largest expression in
culture specialists claim. The Fed the Warren Free Public Library a lot caught them. Here is the secret:
gage haa been broken, now, therefore, by lease, or such owner may redeem his interest
reason of the ’breach of the condition thereof, by paying as aforesaid to the Treasurer of
eral warehouse act, they say, has al on Main street in the heart of the
A plain white, pleasant-tasting tab
I, the said B. Stanley Gregory, claim a fore State, as provided lr. Chap. 10, Sec. 46, of
ready accomplished the purposes of village. On this site the Memorial let called Pajpe’s Cold Compound kills
*The
complete
text
of
Mr.
Fiske
’
s
statement
will
be
furnished
upon
request.
closure of said mortgage and he_eby give tlie Revised Statutes.
the framers of the law It has made Library is being built of field stone a cold so quickly you can’t believe
this notice for the purpose of foreclosing the
No tract, however, will be sold at a price
same.
sound, orderly marketing possible. gathered from Warren's slone walls
less than the bill amount due thereon for
that little tablet is what did it But it
Dated at Rockland, Maine, November 1, such unpaid STate, County and Forestry
'’Hon M. R. Mathews was greatly will work next time, and every time.
It Jias opened new avenues to sound
1927.
District taxes, Interest and costs, as described
credit to the farmer and to others Interested in Warren having a public Furthermore, it can unseat a cold
in the following schedule:
B. STANLEY GREGORY.
STATE OF MAINE
handling
agricultural
products library. He not only gave of his you've let settle in tihroat or lungs,
Knox County
Portion Amount
County
of
Knox,
as.
Growers of staple crops get more means but also of his time. This though this taJtes longer. Any drug
~ t
.. .
.
Unpaid Due
Rockland,
November
4,
1927.
Outer
Pond
or
Woodsey
Island.
credit and get better interest rates [ purpose of his was lived out in his store, 35 cents.
(Personally appeared the above named B.
Bald island is teputed to be
on Federal warehouse receipts than .daughter, Eva F. Mathews. She realStanley Gregory and made oath that the
owned by 8. M. Bird and
Maine
Augusta
foregoing, by him signed, is true.
they get for receipts from ware- | ized as no one else her father's desire,
contains two actee, more
Before me.
or leM ...............................(2) all
$1.53
houses which do not qualify under and to this end she has given to IWiarFRANK H. INGRAHAM,
132 Th 128
u.W’ 8 OW’ES'’
h a t
pen this beautiful library. In her gift
• 132-Th-138
Justice of the Peace. 1J2-TU-138
Trcaxurer ot BUM,

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

YOUR
.
SERVICE /

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY-SATURDAY

MEATS

WANTED

Strictly Fresh Eggs

AT PRICES

Burnham Brothers

RUMP STEAK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 48c
STEWING REEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c
LOIN RTEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
35c
HAM TO FRY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 38c
FRESH HAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 38c
SATURDAY ONLY
THREE LOAVES BREAD.. .. .. .. .. .. 25c

HANLEY’S

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

“Electric Power!—
A Consumer-Owned Industry”
Says Haley Fiske

s

Got a Cold on Train,
Arrived All Right!

Central Maine Power Company

PAPE’S
COLD COMPOUND

\

bm society

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

In Additional to personal notes recording deSaitntes and arrivals, thia department eapeclally desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent hy
inall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......... .................................. "0

Basement Department

Blankets-Blankets-Blankets

Clifford Smitrf arrived yesterday to
b? the house guest of Ernest C. Da
vis, Broadway, for a week of huntlilg trips in this section.

Just

Clyde Ames who has been the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Elmer Plnkh/tnt, North Main street for a week
lias returned to Ills home at Vinalh/tven.

40

beautiful

pair

of ft ft

Plaids.

Wool mixed 66x80.

flC

W

Probably not in many months—
certainly not a more desirable time
—will you be able to find a big
ger or better value in—

a pair

Mrs. Minnie J. Kliibles who has
bpen with her niece Mrs. It. B. Ma
gune, Birch street, during the. sumiger, has returned to her home ln
South Portland, the trip being made
by motor with Mr. and Mis. Magune.

Blankets

63x80 Blanket Throw, extra heavy, single.

AH colors in two toned stripes.

At the Itooevik Club meeting with
Mrs. Edward Benner at her cottage
at Seven Tree Pond, Tuesday officers
Were elected for the ensuing year:
IVesident, Mrs. Walter Butler; vice
president, Mrs. Fred Veazie; secre- I
tsjry. Mrs. Elmer Crockett; treasurer,
Butler and
Mrs. Sumner Perry—Mrs. H
Mrs. Crockett reelections.
|

Njorth Main street Monday evening
\gfth 26 of their little playmfates
liresent. The house was gaily dec
u|ed and ice cream, cake, popcorn
balls and candy were served. Mrs. I
Plnkham was assisted by Mrs. Mills, J
Mrs. Rollins, Mrs. Brown and Miss
(Airrier.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Havener
leave today for a motor trip to New
■^ork, Niagara Falls and other points
to be gone about two weeks. They
will be accompanied as far as Bos
ton by Mrs. John Claytor who will
visit there.
'

135

Bright

and cheerful.

Miss Margaret Ruggles of Thom
aston leaves about the middle of the
nlonth for San Diego, Calif., where
sije will spend the winter.

The children of Mr. and Mrs. ElJ1
nj,cr
rner Plnkham. Beatrice. Winifred,
pmer Jr., and Ralph, gave a happy
Elm
alloween party at their home on
Hal

Aeach

■

Rayon Alpaca, 36 inches wide. One of <■
the most wanted fabrics. Used for over- *
draperies, slips, lingerie, etc.

New patterns, perfect <

Bates Ginghams.

J

quality, 32 inches wide.
t

Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence gave it
dinner party Sunday evening at her
home on Beech street in observance
of Mr. Lawrence’s birthday. There
were 16 covers and when the last
course had been partaken of, joke
gifts were presented to "Pat” with
appropriate verses.
A'lonzo Spear of Waltham, Mass.J

was in the city Thursday calling on
relatives and attending to business
matters in connection with the B. F.
Goodrich Co., with which he is asso
ciated,

Mrs. Ansel Wooster entertained at
her home on Ocean avenue what was
called a family reunion Sunday, one
of the best days of the season. Tlie
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Levander
Newbert and daughter Geneva, Lesu
ifoblnson and sons Levi and Oren
Robinson. little Phyllis Newbert of
North Waldoboro, Mrs, J. (I. Jameson
and children Dyson and Vera of East
'fyaldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
| Robinson and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Robinson of Portland, Mr. and Mi’s.
Clifford Robinson and children Cath
erine, Woodbury and Stanley of
North Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
A. Post and children Virginia and
Kenneth of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
Rnoch Clark and children Marie and
Robert of Thomaston. A picnic din
ner was served at the shore, and the
afternoon was spent at Mrs. Woos
ter's home. Ail had an enjoyable
time, and next year is looked forward
to for another big get-together.

This is just one of a great store-ful of opportunities

that Eastern’s brings tq^Knox County!
i

Mrs. Betle Cates of Belfast who
1 has been the guest of Mrs. Henry
Leavitt, Franklin street, returns to
her home today.

I3cyd
■8yd

20 inch Wonder Diaper.
Superior quality, d* •!
Aseptic, absorbent, non-irritant, lO^rard piece....
*■
$5.00 Hats. Another lot of our famous Base-dM QC
ment Hats. Special, each....................................... V
Reap the benefit of low pri<^« on many items in this section of cur shop.
A recent trip to the wholesale market has brought about some inter
esting values.

A supper and auction iparty Is be
ing given this evening under the
auspices of the specialty shop and tea
room committee of the Universalist
fair at the home of Mrs. Ruth Till,
South Thomaston, with Mrs. Charles
H. Berry 2d and Mrs. Till as the
hostesses.
Mrs. L. E. McRae who has been
making a brief visit In Boston and
Portland returned yesterday.

The Chapin Class ipeeting at the
home of Miss Beatrix Flint Tuesday
evening was very successful with 22
members present, the evening being
devoted to sewing for Knox Hospital
Everett E. F. Libby, safety engineer
of the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Conp. enters on a week's vacation
from his duties Monday, a portion of
which will be spent in Portland.

Basement Department

Miss Louise McIntosh has entered
the employ of A. C. McLoon & Co.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary of St. Peter’s
Church will meet this evening in the
church parlors.

Mrs. Maude Seavey of Stanley Lane
entered Knox Hospital this morning,
for surgical treatment.
The meeting of the Knickerbocker |
Class has been postponed, to be an- j
nruneed later.

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Buchanan of i
Orleans, Vt., are at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. W. M. Little, Broad- |
way, where they will spend the win- I
ter.
Florian L. Clark, the young trom
bonist, is to play in Waldoboro Sun- J
day at the First Baptist Church, both i
morning and evening. He will be i
heard at the First Baptist Church j
here at the next Tuesday evening
meeting

Furniture styels have changed and here is one of the very newest
creations that has just arrived. We purchseed an unusually large
quantity of these suites and mult sell them in a hurry. The price has
been cut tremendously and we are offering you your choice of three
pieces, while they last. Each piece is constructed of excellent walnut >
veneers with other cabinet woods, and the rich design makes it a very
desirable suite for your better home. Convenient terms.

Rev., and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
will attend the Y, P. C. U. banquet in
Dexter Friday evening, accompanied
by several members of the local or
ganization.

The Extra Piece May Be Had At a Slight Additional Cost

A Treat For Owners of
Brunswick Phonographs!

We have gone over the stock of Brunswick
Phonograph
Records
bought from the Studley Company and find we have 4000 on hand To
clear this stock we are offering Brunswick catalogue numbers, between 2000 and 3000, at the very, unusual price of—

A. E. Orff is back at his desk in
the "front office” of the Rockland &
Rockport Lime Corp, after a week’s
hunting trip in the north woods.

There were -54 guests present who
heartily showed their approval of the
young folks’ commendable work.
This Is the first entertainment of the
kind to be given in the Benner Hill
district, and Miss Rogers is to be
congratulated on its success and also
complimented on the splendid work
displayed by her pupils Who reflected
her care and thought.

Mrs. William A Grrffin who has
heen visiting in Somerville, Mass, re
turned home last night, accompanied
by her sister Mrs. N. J. Paul, who
will visit here for a while.

Records /ft “S
O

RL I
T*/*\t* ell I
1
*r “

UL

Succeetore to

V. F. Studley Co.

The latest word from Philbrook
Farm, Shelburne. N. H„ telLs of the
gradual recovery of E. D. Spear, who i
was taken ill while on a motor trip.
It is expected that he will be able to [
return home in a week or ten days.

Bernice Harper
[For The t’oiirler-ftazette)
Drill .................................................... Halloween
Seven Pupils
Sheltered and warm, we ranged the world to
Recitation ........................... On Jolly Halloween
gether
Carolyn
Blackington
_Beside our Are. which pul the cold to rout
While rani dashed at tlie panes with futile Itecitation ..................................... On Halloween
Nellie
Teele
fury,
And garden, trees and fields were blotted Recitation ........................................... Halloween
Albert Levensaler
out.
Playette................................... Watch Your Step
1 saw through her eyes ancient lands and Chester Deane, Kelsey Benner, Carolyn BlackHugh Athearn, Theodore Benner,
eastern ;
'en Athearn
The Chinese wall ran down Into the sea ;
Recitation
....................... Halloween Meeting
And from her porch at morn thc stuirlae
Alice Harper
brightened
Drill
............................................................
October
A grey expanse of waters; and for me
Seven Pupils
She made strange eltles—ditu and shadowy Song ....................................................The Clown
Albert Levensaler, Glen Athearn
places.
Round which my childish thoughts had Recitation ........................................... Ghost Time
Margaret Hall
woven dreams—
Recitation ................................ Jack o’ Lantern
Vivid and real as loved, familiar faces—
Bernice Harper
Working a magic by die firelight’s gleams.
Recitation ............................... Happy Halloween
Nellie Teele
More real those lands so ancient and far dis
Recitation ............................... Halloween Night
tant
Albert
Levensaler
Than the familiar world beyond the pane
To us who voyaged inv heart and thought to Recitation ....................... Jack o’ Lantern Moon
AUce
Harper
gether.
Safe byAhe fire, -that autumn night of r,aln I Recitation ......................... Halloween Farewell
Eleanor Winchenbaugh
Blancho A. Sawyer.
Drill................................. Halloween Good Night
71 Broadway, New York.
Nine Pupils

Goldfish are the most interesting
pets. Now is the time to start an
aquarium.
Friday and Saturday
two Goldfish in bowl with castle and
Cries (lift
The Sunshine Society will hold a water plant 5i> cents.
•
rummage stale on Moitday, Nov 7, Shop.—adv.
fpim 9 to 4 at Legion Hall. There
Will lie bargains. As the proceeds go
for charity a good patronage Ishoped

The Universalist Fair
Is to be quite an affair—adv.

Impossible? Not At Eastern’s!

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wood were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. O.
A. Tolman in Portland. They were
accompanied on their return by Mrs.
Tolman who has been the guest of.
•her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
| Gregory, Glencove, for several days.

FLOWERS IN NOVEMBER
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Gould anil son
-----[George and Mrs. L. A. Ingraham oil
Broad Street Yields a Bouquet For. Portland who have been visiting relThe condition of Mrs. Adelaide
1927 Indian Summer.
atives in the city are now in
Rptman who is at the Knox Hospital
-----[Union for a few days accompanied
sl)ows slight improvement.
A remarkable bouquet Illuminates by Miss Lottie Skinner.
the editorial desk, remarkable beLady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., will cause the dozen different varieties of
The regular meeting of the Wanieet at the home of Mrs. Mary which it is made up were picked on wenoek Club Monday night was
Cooper, 156 Limerock street, next this morning of Nov. 3 from the turned Into a Halloween observance.
Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock for Broad street garden of Mrs. E. W. 'at the home of Mrs. Susie Campbell,
the regular November session. The Berry. They are as fresh in their! North Main street, with Mrs. Israel
hostesses will be Mrs. Cooper, Mrs. beauty as though picked in the midst Snow as guest of honor. A supper
Julia Blnckington. Mrs. Cora Kit of the summer season. In a notep^D1 real Halloween touches such as
tredge and Mrs. Etta Noyed. Mrs. accompanyfog the flowers Mrs. Berry (Indian pudding and pumpkin pie was
Lpis Creighton, Thomaston, a past says
served, followed by a utility shower
stpte repent, will be a guest ot the
I think with a little of your help ifor J,rs Snow, which included a
Gbapter at this meeting and the pro we can convince the man. a good man handsome bedspread from the club
gram will be devoted to talks and I have no doubt, who predicted a sum- »"<’ ma"y
usefj‘ articles
reminiscences on Gen Knox and merles., summer, that he is defeated. !the members, each presented with
"Montpelier.”
Mrs. Creighton will I have played 4n a flower garden appropriate rhymes. Mrs. Snow Is
ls» the principal speaker and a de
many, many years and 1927 has been the club s newest member.
lightful afternoon is anticipated.
the best season for growing things
The opening circle supper of the
.Mrs. Lucy Kennedy is seriously ill that I ever knew. One flower in this First Baptist society last evening
a» the Laurie, with two nurses in collection I have not been able to saw a large attendance, ln the brief
get acquainted with. Possibly you
attendance.
program that followed, Miss Beulah
may know. . It is a beautiful
’ant Rokes gave two clever musical
, , ... p..
^llervey H. Allen and Lester Har- growing, and very graceful with other ireadJng8 with Mlss EIsa Hayden at
vgy of Portland are at the Copper flowers.
| the piano, and there was a highly arThe flower editor Is Unable to
duei rendered by Mr and Mrli
Mettle for a few days while in tills
Identify this particular bloom. The j urowne of that line classic, "Rocked
suction on business.
e
other flowers making up the bouquet In the Cradle of the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Luce and include pansy, ealendu’a, mountain
family who have been at the Luce daisy, longfellow daisy, delphinium,
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Richardson
f<w m near Oakland Park during Oc slimmer chrysanthemum, mignonette, entertained relatives and friends to
tober are returning today to their aiyssum candytuft, godetla. quaking the number of about 45 with a Hal
lfome in Quincy, Mass.
grass, bachelor's button, the knight's loween party, at their South Hope
plume, phlox and aster.
farm Monday evening. The house
J.Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Pierce of
was gaily decorated with the conven
Portland arrived yesterday enroute
Neil Little entertained 18 of his tional Halloween colors, yellow and
t.f Echo Farm at West Rockport young playmates at his home on black, and the bouquets of fall
w^iere they will spend two weeks. Mr. Broadway Monday evening at n flowers, added much to the color
Pierce is manager of the Congress Halloween costume party. Tlie early scheme. Games, music and “spooky”
Square and Eastland hotels.
part was spent by the youngsters stories helped to pass away the
r
—
giving a jack o'lantern parade in hours. The doughnut stunt was a
Mrs. Josephine Marshal who has the
neighborhood.
followed
by source of much hilarity and mirth
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. dancing, games and music.
X|rs. to the onlookers. Hot coffee, dough
Al.nle Lothrop, Grace street, has re Little was assisted by -Mrs. Nellie nuts, cheese, sweet cider, apples and
turned to her home in Portland,
Hail. Neil’s teacher, who directed the candies, made a delicious lunch.
u
___
games and music.
There was much Jollity and merri
’ Miss Arlcna Kossuth, a pupil nurse
ment, and ivhpn the party started for
a- Kmox Hospital, is 111 at that in
The Choir Association of the home at a late (or was it an early
Methodist church gave a Halloween hour?) all expressed themselves as
stitution.
seoial in the church parlors Monday having passed a most delightful
“Mr. and Mrs. Henry Curti3 of evening with Mrs. Raymond Ander evening.
llampden Highlands were weekend son and Mrs. Myron Young in charge.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tib
AT BENNER HILU SCHOOL
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harrington
betts, Grace street.
and daughter, Miss Louise Harring
The pupils of the Renner Hill
'Miss Ellen Eastman Libby of San ton are on a trip to St. Louis, whi'.e school under the direction of their
ford, State president of the BPW Mr. Harrington is having his annual teacher, Miss Madeline Rogers, gave
Club will lie at the club rooms this vacation as Maine Central baggage •a Halloween entertainment and candy
evening to address the members master.
sale Monday which deserves more
Supper will he served at 6.30.
thAn passing mention. The school
Lawrence Crane entertained 20 ot room was transformed by the deco
i-Mr. and Mrs. Willis Anderson h'.s schoolmates nt a Halloween cos rations of black cats, owls, witches
hive been on a visit in Manchester. tume party at his home on Limerock and pumpkins. The proceeds from
H„ with a side trip to New Haven. street Monday evening, The attic the candy sale, $13, was turned over
Conn., where they attended the Yale- where the festivities were held was to the fund being raised to procure
transformed by the deckings of a clock for the school room. The fol
Dartmouth game.
witches, black cats and jack o’lan- lowing program was given:
Mrs. Elizabeth Mason who has terns, with a real witch present to
Refreshment* were Halloween welcome
, been the guest of Mrs. James F. tel! fortunes.
Nellie Teele i
Carver for the past two months has served in the dining room, alwh gaily Halloween playette
Glen
Athearn.
Theodore Benner, Carolyn
decorated.
Miss
Mary
A.
Brown
returned licAne to West Somerville.
Bernice Harper, Eleanor Win
teacher of the seventh grade, was Blackington,
Mass.
chenbaugh
guest of honor and assisted In the Recitation ............................................... October
Albert Levensaler
Miss Alice Griffin left Monday for games.
Recitation ............................. Halloween Is Here
Augusta, Ga., where she will spend
Alice Harper
Mrs. Rcta Thomas entertained thc Fortunes ..........................................................
tfie wint
i-lnter with her sister, Mrs.
Thimble Club at her home on Chest
Michael Gallagher.
C
Gleq Athearn
nut street Monday evening.
The Recitation ........................................... The Witch
Margaret Hall
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Whitney have next meeting will be with Mrs. Wil Song .........................
Thc Frightened Pumpkin
returned from Friendship and are bur Cross, Chestnut street.
,
Pupils of the School
Reduction
.............................
Halloween Franks
occupying the furnished apartments
Eleanor Winchenbaugh
lq the Bicknell house. 12 Knox street.
EOTHEN
Recitation ................................... October's Party

I
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K very-O ther-Day

2S3 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

-r

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. I>avid H. Buffum,
by steamer from Danzig, arrived in are moving into the Glover tenement
Clifford Smith is down from Boston New York, Saturday. After a brief at 95 Limerock street, recently va
for a few days of bird shooting.
z
stay in that city Mr. Buffum went cated by Hector Staples.
to Washington. D. C., on business
One of the participants of the connected with the consular service,
musicale given Tuesday evening for end Mrs. Buffum came on to Rock
Spruce Head
the benefit of the piano fund of New land where she will be the guest for
ton Theological Institution was Miss several weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
DANCE
Adelaide Cross, soprano, of Rockland, Harry A. Buffum and where her hus.
who sang a group of three songs— i band wilt shortly join her.
Community* Hall
Within the Little House, Viens AuMiss Helen Fuller lias returned
rore and A Southern Song.
The
Next Saturday Night
musicale took place at thc 'home of from several days' stay in Boston.
• •
the president, .Rev. Dr. E. <C. Herrick
DEAN'S ORCHESTRA 0» Camden
The social season of the Fullerand the program was one of unusual
Square and Round Dancee
merit. That the ^Rockland soloist Cobb-Davls staff opened last even
Begins at 8 o’clock
carried off her Jair share of honors ing when under skillful leadership of
Misses
Louise
Williams,
Lillian
Figoes without saying. Harris S. Shtfw
Refreshments Served in Kitchen
fielij
and
Peggy
Pratt
a
supper
and
was the accompanist.
Everybody Come and Have a
dancing party was held in Union. It
Good Time
proved to ibe one of tlie Jolliest
It’s time to prepare
82-Th-tf
times in the history of that organiza
For the Universalist Fair—adv.
tion. Ninety persons composed of
the staff and guests sat down to tlie
supper served by the Eastern Star in
Masonic hail, the menu consisting
of baked beans, salads, cold meats,
pickles, rolls, pies, cakes, doughnuts
Protect your beauty in all kinds of and coffee. The supper attendants
weather with this new face powder— then repaired to the town hall where
MBLLO-CJLO.
Does not give the they were Joined by many outsiders
frcm Union, Rockland and vicinity,
skin a dry feeling; does not clog the and danced to the latest dance hits
TODAY
pores; is not affiected so much by produced by Kirk’s Orchestra. Fred
perspiration. Stays on longer. So Burkett and partner of Union won
pure and fine. MELLO-GLO Is made the elimination waltz prize. While
thc jollification was most enjoyable,
by a new French Process. IUs truly one burning puzzle is left unan
Love, Romance, Laughter.
wonderful. Corner Drug Store and swered—how did Delia win first
prize in the contest?
all other good stores.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Beauty Hints

Mrs, Dexter Clough of Portland
No man can hope to be happily
who has been the guest of her cou
married unless he is a good listener.
sin, Miss Ellen Cochran, Union street,
Is in Rockport for tlie remainder of
the week the guest of Miss Eliza
beth Blackington.

.

DANCE
I. O. O. F. Hall
FRIDAY NIGHT

MUSIC: KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
131-132

EMPIRE

NOW PLAYING
POLA NEGRI
IN
"THE WOMAN ON TRIAL"

FRI.-SAf'.

bOUGLA’,

NOW PLAYING
LAURA LaPLANTE in
“SILK STOCKINGS"
And
BUZZ BARTON
PTHE BOY RIDER”

FRI.-SAT.

“The Secret Studio”

■B*

-----------------

J"-»

STRAND
Condemned as a traitor to the Confederates, she faced
al firing squad of boys who knew her and loved her.

TOM
MIX

—Wifi I—

JASON ROBARDS, HELENE COSTELLO

Helen Holmes

-It<-

AND

Bated upon the play by DAVID BELASCO
This great picture will be shown Next Monday and Tuesday.

AND—

IN

The
CircusAce

Dolores Costello

A smart aleck pulls the
Sultan's beard, steals the
Sultan’s favorite and al
most has his neck chopped
off. He’s the hero of SOFT
CUSHIONS !

“The Open Switch”

Here's your greatest screen
adventure.
Over the thrill-swept trail
of '49 with the western pi
oneers—
Sharing thejr perils, living
their romance !
MON.-TUES.—“NO PLACE TO
GO” with MARY ASTOR

WARNER 6\XTER
A vivid demonstration
that man is the mas
ter of his own destiny.
MON.-TUES.—NOTMA tALMADQE in “CAMILLE”

Coming—KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

Every O;her-Day
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OLD FASHIONED WINTER

When to Suspect

Acid Scalp

ii isn t age that dulls the hair. Aor
frequent washing or curling If your
hair lacks all life and lustre, it may
be due to a condition you can cor
rect in twenty-four hours.
Acid
scalp.
Neutralize the acid secretions of
the scalp, and your hair will have
the lovely sheen that makes any hair
so attractive. A few drops of Danderine will do this; and as its name
implies, Danderine is a scientific
dandruff dissolvent. Five minutes
after Danderine is applied, every
particle of dandruff has been dis
solved !
Acid scalp should he suspected if
your hair is at all stiff or stringy, or
won’t hold a wave. Another sign—
not so easily detected in one’s self—
is an acrid odor to the hair when it
is warm, or after exercise. And for
thirty-five cents at any drugstore,
you can get a bottle of Danderine
that will keep your hair soft and
sweet and "on its good behavior”
for weeks!

Weather Shark and Astrologer Advises That It Will Set In
Nov. 12—Lots of Snow.
An old fashioned winter with
plenty of snow. rain, sleet and ice. Is
tb" prediction for the next few
months of Paul K. Schimmaek, self
styled weather shark and astrologer
writes an International News staff
correspondent.
Sitting in his study with maps and !
charts. Schlmmack has traced the '
position of all the planets up to May
7. 1928.
Schlmmack advises winter weather |
setting in about Nov. 12.
New York and vicinity will be vis- •
ited by a big storm lasting from Dec.
1st to 3d. inclusive. Three days later
there will be a heavy snowfall in
Canada and the northern part of the
I'nlted States.
Christmas shoppers will have to
trudge about in mud and slush this
year, but will be recompensed with
a white Christmas, after which Jan
uary and February will be cold and I
blustery.
Schimmaek says the Lion will j
show his teeth the first part of March ■
but that month and April will be'
relatively springlike. May and June
will prove to be unseasonable, the
astrologer
said.
Chronologically. '
here is what he forecasts:
Nov. 3—Rain with a mixture of
snow.
Nov. 12—May look for winter

weather coming out of the east,
westward to Youngstown. O., includ
ing Pittsburgh on November 14.
Nov. 14—Real snow.
Nov. 21—Snow.
Nov. 2.4—Snow.
Nov. 28-29—More snow.
Dec. 1-3—There will be a storm in
New York.
Dec. 6—Canada will be buried in (
snow.
Dec. 10-12—Canada will be buried
In snow again, a large portion fall
ing over, the northern United States,
aa far south as Pittsburgh, where
outside work will be impossible at
this time.
Dec. 14—Snow.
Dec. 17—Snow.
Dec. 18—Snow.
Dec. 19—Snow.
Dec. 22—Snow.
Dec. 24—Snow. Schlmmack per
sonally guarantees there will be a
white Christmas.
Dec. 25—Snow.
Dec. 28—Snow.
Dec. 28—Snow.
Jan. 1, 3 and 5—Schlmmack ad
vises that heavy snow may be ex
pected on these dates.
The entire months of January and
February will be real winter months.
March and April will be springlike.
May 7—-Will see the last cold snap
of the year.

QUARRY AND KILN

THE LINCOLN CROP

,

By-Products
Myron Rollins "has been spending
several days at the Rockport Plant,
tearing down trolley lines and clean
ing up on the electrical end of the
; discontinued plant.
The management is considering
, the purchase of a 1-yard gas shovel
for use at the Quarries in taking care
of the demands for crushed rock. It
is planned to open up a quarry for
this purpose, and the stripping will
be done this winter.
Roy Rowling is on the water wag
on now judging from the water he
has been transporting to the steam
shovel.
Bob Burnett has been sick for
several days. Prince Albert Tower
is taking his place as day watch
man. .
Frank Smith is taking a few days
vacation from his duties at the Fluxstone plant and will probably spend
i the same in Boston and vicinity.
Schooner Harry Deering is on her
way from Norfolk with about 2100
tons of steam coal for the Coal
Tower.

!

HUB

SHOES
BOSTON SHOE AND RUBBER
JOBBER FORCED TO LIQUI
DATE. FOR YEARS THIS FIRM
HAS HANDLED NOTHING BUT
THE FINEST HIGH GRADE
SHOES AND RUBBERS AND
NOW SACRIFICES ITS STOCK AT
50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR.

SHOE STORE

286 Main St., Rockland

RUBBERS
THIS GREAT STOCK COMBINED
WITH THE BEST OF OUR OWN
STOCK HAS REGARDLESS OF
FORMER PRICE BEEN REDUCED
TO MAKE THE GREATEST
VALUE GIVING EVENT OF THE
SEASON.
BE HERE EARLY FOR THE BEST
CHOICE

Sale Starts FRIDAY, NOV. 4, 19278 O’clock
BACKWARD SEASON FORCES BOSTON JOBBER OUT OF BUSINESS!
OUR GREATEST SHOE SALE. There are Shoe* Sales every day in the week but this is
something unusual. Every pair represents new Fall and Winter merchandise.

What’s Going On “Around Results of Supreme Court
the Plant” As Told By the
Term In Our Neighboring
Bulletin.
County.

The October term of Lincoln Coun
ty Supreme Court finally adjourned
Monday night.
Henry W. Garey of 'Whitefield was
sentenced to State Prison after he
had pleaded guilty to three indict
ments charging breaking, entering
and larceny. Wlllliant Taylor, who
was also Indicted for the same offense
is now serving a term in Thomastoa
for a similar offense committed in
Get at the source of your troubles.
Kennebec County. These two men
You need never again be ashamed of your
were charged with breaking into some
complexion. Enjoy the beauty, buoy
score of vacant houses in the county
ancy and ambition of youth... by keep
ing your system free from the poisons
last June and were caught by the
caused by clogged bowels, and keeping
combined efforts of Sheriff Kelley
your liver toned up-to concert pitch.
and Inspector Wlatts of the State
Cleanse your whole system with Dr.
Highway Police and County Attorney
Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the successful
Harvey R. Pease.
substitute for calomel. Neither sickness
Josephine Weymouth of Dresden
nor pain, nor after effects. They act
changed her plea to guilty after a
easily and without your knowing it.
jury had been empaneled to try her
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, a com
on a charge of being a common railer
pound of vegetable ingredients mixed
and brawler, this being a case coming
with olive oil, protect you against bad
up from the Lincoln Municipal Court
taste, pimply face, listlessness, constipa
on appeal. She was given 30 days.
tion and stomach troubles. Take nightly.
As a result of a fight witli officers
Known by their olive qolor. Prescribed
at the Town hail at Westport during
to men and women for 20 years. 15c,
a dance last August. Harold Malm30c and 60c. All Druggists.
Hydrate Mill
berg, Paul Conoley and Harry Fran
Ralph Colson is running an am ces., all of Boston, through their at
bulance for the Hydrate Mill.
torney, pleaded guilty to simple as
Clarence Hennigar returned to the sault and battery. Maimberg was
fold this week.
fined J50 and the other two $100 each
and costs,, taxed at $50 each.
Gas Kilns
Albert C. Seigars pleaded guilty to
Jim Emery and crew are putting larceny from the summer home of
. oil the seal ring on the northern pro- Mrs. Louise Thatchman after the
■ ducer.
county attorney had nol-prossed the
No. 5 kiln has gone out for re breaking and entering part of an in
pairs.
dictment, and paid a fine and costs
lhe belt men and kllh tenders are
which totaled $106, and a sentence of
having one day off each week, now
six months was suspended. Seigars
! that No. 5 kiln is out.
was placed on probation.
North,and Cooper Shop
L. C. Gove, formerly of Waterville,
Fred Sistaire left, last week, for pleaded nolo to a bad check charge
Chicago where he expects to stay and received a fine and costs amount
ing to $33, which he paid. George
during the winter.
.
Al. Richards, William Burns and Upham, who leturned from New
Tile Easily
George Campbell have been trans Hampshire to face an indictment for
ferred to the Point Coopershop and selling mortgaged property paid a
Cleaned with
will spend the winter working up fine of $20 and received a suspended
barrels by hand for next summer's sentence of 30 days.
Walter
Yetteau
of
Richmond
supply.
The crew has completed moving changed his plea to guilty to a com
the Rockport cooperage machinery plaint for being a common railer and
which will be stored at the Point brawler and the case was continued
RY OAKITE for cleaning
for sentence. Herbert Brann, in
stock shed for a while.
enamel bathtubs, bowls and
dicted for non-support of minor chil
tiling. You will be amazed how
Limeroek Railroad
dren, pleaded guilty and was or
) one sweep of the cleaning cloth Danny
<
Doherty is off duty on ac dered to pay $5 weekly to the select
’ magically wipes away the film ' count of a bruised shoulder.
men of the town of Somerville to
and dirt 1
Earl Chaples has entered the wards the support of his children.
employ of the Maine Central Rail
Of the 12 indictments returned by
Then you will want to let
road as assistant yard master.
the grand jury, eight were finally dis
! OAKITE clean your walls and }
Wheeler is now with the day crew posed of by County Attorney Pease.
painted woodwork; make your
The track from Hard Rock No. 5 Of the four remaining on the docket
china and silver sparkle; wash
to Limeroek street is reported in A-l three are against Wlilllam Taylor for
even the hardest part of the
condition by Foreman Tibbetts with breaking, entering and larceny, and
{ laundry to snowy whiteness.
j all rock cleaned up along the way the 4ther is one of the secret indict
1 The work was done by Mr. Tibbetts ments reported.
OAKITE cleans by a new
efficient crew.
• • • •
principle—without making
A new wheel pit has been built in
Eleven divorces were granted. The
suds. It contains no caustic,
at the machine shop to aid in re- list follows:
| moving locomotive wheels without
acid, grit, lye or animal fat.
Frank L. Place of Whitefield from
jacking up the engine.
For economy and best results,
Jennie M. Place, whose address is un
use just a little.
known. statutory grounds; custody
Scientists have confirmed the view of a minor child, Calvin, decreed to
Get OAKITE today at your I
I that the sun will last another hun Mr. Place. Roy Mank of Waldoboro
grocer’s, in the handy red
dred and fifty million centuries. At from Jessie E. Mank of parts un
package.
I the rate we’ve been using it this known, statutory grounds.
Ruby
year we don’t see why it shouldn't Brackett of Monhegan from Maynard
last forever.—Punch.
Clinton Brackett, cruel and abusive
treatment; custody of two of the
minor children. Gordon and Gwendolin. given to Mrs. Brackett, and of the
k\
|
are soon “nipped in the bud” other two, Elsie and Clinton, given to
without “dosing" by use of— libelee. Roland F. Nelson of Boothbay Harbor, from Beatrice Nelson of
parts unknown, desertion. Fannie C.
Hasson from George E. Hasson, both
'andcoitslastousc
of Newaastle. cruel and .abusive
treatment, and Mrs. Hasson given
custody of Letha Hasson 14, and
George 11.
Clarence A. McDonald from Lucy
Helen McDonald, both living in
Dresden, desertion. Edna Goldstein
of Boothbay from Samuel Goldstein
of Portland, noa-support; custodj' of
two minor children, James 4 and Ed
that is ALL heat and
ward 3. decreed to libelant. Michael
E. Sullivan from Julia K. Sullivan,
COSTS LESS per ton.
both of Boothbay Harbor, cruel and
No matter what kind of
abusive treatment. Noram Brewer
heater you use—you will
of Boothbay Harbor from Vera A.
find WHITE OAK COAL
Brewer of Lewiston, cruel and abus
gives better heating results
ive treatment; custody of a minor
—and at a substantially
child. Shirley Mae Brewer, given to
lower cost. Burns slowly
each for six months of each year,
—clinkerless—-almost ash
with the rigiit of the other to visit
less.
The Fire Tcwt proven
.he child while child In custody of the
the efficiency and econ
Order tfiir "mar. hmt. Irrt
other parent. Lester J. Wellman from
arh, Iru colt" coal today from
omy ofWhite Oak coal
—try it in your heat
Helen A. Wellman, both of WUldoer—be convinced!
ROCKLAND COAL
boro, statutory grounds; custody of
RKSl'LTS tell the story!
Bertha Mae, minor* child, given to
CO.
libelant.
TEL. 72
ROCKLAND, ME.
Rosie King Blair ot Wiscasset from
Napoleon Blair, now of Blackstone,
Mass., gross and confirmed habits of
intoxication; custody of the minor
child, Etta 13, decreed to Mrs. Biair.

AHEALTHYCOMPLEXION

Bought Out Shoe Sale

DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES!

We started out to break records and this Sale will surely do it. Never
before has a dollar bought so much value-never again will such values
be offered. READ! REALIZE! ACT!
Lot 2

Lot 1

CHILDREN’S SHOES

200 pairs

$1.47

LADIES’ SHOES

$1.97

Lot 6

Lot 8

LADIES’ FELT SLIPPERS

MEN’S SHOES

all colors and sizes

the better kind

67c

$3.47

The dollar kind

Lot 12
Lot. 11

Lot 4

MEN’S FELT SLIPPERS

Ladies’

Many styles
All colors and sizes

SPORT OXFORDS
Black, Tan; Newest Styles

97c

$2.97

Lot 9
Extra Special 1 1

MEN’S, POILCE AND
FIREMEN’S SHOES

$3.97

Lot 13
Lot 22

300 pairs Ladies’

4-BUCKLE OVERSHOES
Light linings; all heels; all sizes.

MEN’S FELT SHOES

$7.97

lABY’S COLDS

MEN’S SHOES
Lot 19

I

I.F.SS « ASHES - MORE « HEAT~1

To regain prosperity, European na
tions should rely less on thir arms
and more on their hands—Wall
Street Journal,

Many kinds—all sizes

Lot 5
Dr. Daniels’

~One-half the former price to

ARCH SUPPORT SHOES
for women

In Suede, Patent and Tan

E to EEE

$3.97

Lot 1 5
Children’s Best Quality

OVERSHOES
$3.00 value

Ladies’ Best Quality

$1.97

RUBBERS

Lot 20

Sizes 8’/2 to 2

Lot 23

HEAVY RUBBERS
Men’s
Hood—Converse

$1.27

To fit all shoes
•

77c

Lot 16

Ladies’
Lot 14
Men’s
4-BUCKLE OVERSHOES
Best quality—to go at

SLIDE GAITERS
Men’s Best Quality

RUBBERS
To fit all sh oes

$2.97

97c

Light linings

Lot 17
Men’s

SLIDE GAITERS

Best quality—light linings
All heels—all sizes

Light linings—all sizes
Best quality

$3.47

$3.97
Lot 10

Fashions newest shoes
at one low price. Made
to retail at $4. to $6.

A COAL

that •tLoay Cott

$3.97

>1.97

| MORE « HEAT - LESS « ASHESH

White Oar Coal f

DRESS SHOES
One-half former price .

While they last

OAKITE

T

Men’s High Grade

MEN’S WORK SHOES
iig Choice—All at One Price

643 pairs of women’s I
shoes, all styles, all
heels, all sizes. Patent, I
(satin, velvet, kid and I

>2.97
Famous Brands

tan leathers.

REHEnBER—We offer only new, high-grade, up- to-date merchandise. Footwear for all occasions
for the entire family at a tremendous sacrifice. Be sure to be here early to take advantage of the
EXTRA SALESHEN TO SERVE YOU.
amazing values. ,

286 MAIN ST.

HUB SHOE STORE

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9.00 DURING THIS GREAT SALE.

ROCKLAND, ME.

NO MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS. ALL SALES FINAL

